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Author Unknown
Dear Parents, Alumni and Friends of the Academy,

It is a blessing to have you as part of the 23rd Annual SJA Spectacular Auction. We say thank you to all who have donated items, to all who volunteered to make this a great experience, and to those in attendance to enjoy the fun and fellowship of the Night.

We are especially grateful to the businesses and generous families who helped to sponsor this evening and likewise to those who prayed for its success.

Our auction provides invaluable resources to us as we further our mission. The proceeds ultimately support our operating budget and assist us in providing financial aid to those who truly want a Catholic education, but need help to make it happen.

From all of us at St. Joseph Academy, let me again thank you for your support. Enjoy the evening!

In Christ’s peace,

Todd DeClemente

Principal
St. Joseph Academy
Our Thanks to You

We at St. Joseph Academy sincerely thank you for your support of, participation in, and assistance with our annual Dinner-Auction. We are committed to serving the needs of our students in the highest tradition possible and in an environment of caring and Christian values. Your generous support is a blessing in this most important endeavor and we are most grateful.

St. Joseph Academy extends a sincere thank you to all the businesses, sponsors, parent volunteers, student volunteers, alumni, “friends of the school” and others who have given their time for this event, provided services, placed advertisements, donated auction items or helped in any other way. Your generosity is gratefully acknowledged! The SJA SPECTACULAR AUCTION simply could not happen without your support and participation.

Fundraising is Not Optional

Fundraising has been an ongoing endeavor at St. Joseph Academy for as long as most of us can remember. It seems that the school is always asking for help or donations - that’s not hard to forget but the reason is often forgotten.

Tuition and fees do not cover the cost of running St. Joseph Academy and much of the difference is made up by fundraising. Monies raised are an essential part of each year’s operating budget, without which, many programs would be curtailed or discontinued. SJA does not receive federal, state or local government money. That’s why it is up to each of us to support the efforts of the Academy in the education and Christian formation of our young people. We send our children here for important reasons and those reasons oblige us all in special ways.

The real beneficiaries of our fundraising are our children and grandchildren. That is why your generous support is so important and so needed.

Your sustaining generosity is greatly appreciated and we thank you for your participation which is crucial to the success of our Annual Dinner Auction. Together we make a difference in the lives of our outstanding SJA students.
Menu

Dinner Menu

Garden Salad with House or Ranch Dressing
Baked Ziti Marinara
Eggplant Parmigiana
Shrimp Buena Vista
Chicken French Quarter
(Louisiana Style Chicken, with Tasso Ham & Peppers in a Cream Sauce, with Cheese)

Coffee & Dessert:
Gypsy’s Best-Seller: Carrot Cake

Open Bar

A Selection of Beers,
Courtesy of Burkhardt Sales & Service

Specialty Drink
Kir Royale
(Named after a French Priest from WW2)
Raspberry Creme de Casis &
Sparkling Wine/Champagne with Fresh Raspberries
A Selection of Spirits & Mixers ♦ A Selection of Wines & Prosecco
Events of the Evening

Doors Open at 5pm – Preview Hour
Bidding on Silent Auction Begins, Bar Opens

Prayer at 6:30pm
Dinner & Dessert by Gypsy Cab Co. is Served

Silent Auction Closings Begin at 7:15pm
Last Silent Auction Closing at 8:15pm

Check-Out Opens at 7:30pm
Please Allow 15 minutes after each Closing
For Cashiers to Update your Bidding Activity

Golden Ticket Drawing
You Do NOT Need to be Present to Win!

LIVE AUCTION
Presented by Professional Auctioneer
Richard Craney

RAISE YOUR PADDLE FOR SJA

Thank you for your Support of St. Joseph Academy!
Silent Auction Rules

Silent Auctions will be held throughout the evening.

Each of the Silent Auction Table items has a bid sheet. To place a bid, clearly write your Bid Number (Paddle Number) on the bid sheet. Lowercase letters below an item number indicate multiples of identical items.

**Guaranteed Purchase Price:** At the bottom of the Bid Sheets you will see Guaranteed Purchase Price and an amount higher than the value of the item. If you are willing to pay this price to secure the item, sign your name legibly on the Bidder’s Signature line and write in your Bid Number (Paddle Number).

Prior bids are rendered void by this action.

When the tables close, bid sheets will be removed from the Silent Auction Tables. Items will be released to the winning bidder with a paid receipt.

The official closing of a table will be announced and there will be signs on all the Silent Auction tables, giving the table closing times. A minimum of five (5) minutes notice will be announced prior to the closing of each table. **You may pay for your winning bid items 30 minutes after a table closes or at the end of the evening.**

An authorized person may disqualify your bid if it is not clearly marked with the bid number. Any bid after the official closing of a table will not be honored. Please write clearly.

All sales are final and there will be no exchanges or refunds. All items are sold “as is.” Values set forth opposite items being auctioned are donor’s estimates and are not warranted by St. Joseph Academy for tax purposes or for general value. No warranty, express or implied as to the merchantability, fitness for any purpose, continued availability or completeness of any product or service is given by St. Joseph Academy.

Items may be removed only by exhibiting a “paid” receipt.
Live Auction Rules

We welcome Richard Craney, Professional Auctioneer.

Live Auction will start following Dinner and Dessert.

To place a bid, raise your Auction Paddle so it is clearly visible to the Auctioneer. Once a final bid has been accepted on an item, that item is sold.

All sales are final and there will be no exchanges or refunds. All items are sold "as is."

Values set forth opposite items being auctioned are donor’s estimates and are not warranted by St. Joseph Academy for tax purposes or for general value. No warranty, express or implied as to the merchantability, fitness for any purpose, continued availability or completeness of any product or service is given by St. Joseph Academy.

Items may be removed only by exhibiting a "paid" receipt.

St. Joseph Academy makes no express or implied warranties on auction items or services.

Unless otherwise stated, all auction services must be used in 2020-2021.
Check Out Procedures

Here are some pointers and tips for check out during and at the conclusion of the SJA SPECTACULAR AUCTION 2020.

Payment for all your auction merchandise will take place in the Gym lobby, where the Cashier area is located.

You may pay with cash, check or Visa, MasterCard, Discover or American Express. For all purchases, we prefer cash or check to avoid credit card fees, which are particularly high especially for purchases under $100.00.

If you wish to pay for your items after one of the Silent Auction tables has closed, please allow 30 minutes for the paperwork to be processed.

All items must be picked up by the evening’s end.

Please Note

Donors who purchase items at a charity auction may claim the charitable contribution deduction for the excess of the purchase price paid for an item over its fair market value. The donor must be able to show, however, that he or she knew that the value of the item was less than the amount paid.

The Auction Program provides a good faith estimate of the fair market value of items that are available for bidding. If the donor pays more than the published value, the difference between the amount paid and the published value may constitute a charitable contribution deduction.
Benefit Auctioneer Sherry Truhlar works closely with Richard Craney in the benefit auctions arena. Richard comes highly recommended by Sherry, who did not have our date available this year.

Sherry, Richard and I have planned together and collaborated to make our 23rd Annual SJA Spectacular Auction a stupendous success!

Richard Craney is a 25-year veteran of the auction industry and runs fundraisers for Red Apple Auctions both in and out of the USA. With so much time spent on a plane, he enjoys putting his feet on the ground. An avid runner, he’s successfully completed 15 marathons with a personal best of 3 hours, 31 minutes at the Walt Disney Marathon. He and his wife of 17 years, Angela, both enjoy the sport and compete around the United States. (He also enjoys unicycling and juggling, but admits he’s perfected neither one.) Originally from Florida, he now resides in the Raleigh, NC area with his wife, his dog Dexter.
A Special Thanks

To all our awesome parent volunteers who gave countless hours working on the various Auction Committees to help make this event possible, we extend our heartfelt gratitude.

Please forgive us if we neglected to include your name, we are nevertheless indebted to all who give of themselves to make our Auction successful and memorable. God’s richest blessings!

AUCTION COMMITTEE CHAIR & WRITER EXTRAORDINAIRE - Elizabeth Masters Tolzmann / Gratitude for your ideas, superb writing for the Auction Program, moral support and leadership, and for the many hours you have invested in this event.

BASKET CHAIRS - A special vote of thanks to Perla Cosme, Monica Araque, Glenys Stocks and Ana Mucha for their creativity, flexibility, dedication and support. To Perla, thank you for your leadership over the past 7 years, for teaching others and for inspiring us all by continuing your support after your son and daughter have graduated.

BAR CHAIRS - Thanks to Catherine and Ricky Webb for taking charge of the Bar and a myriad of details, including a Specialty Drink, decorating, signage, obtaining the supplies for the Bar and overseeing all the Bar Volunteers. Grateful for your leadership, new ideas and enthusiasm.

DECORATING CHAIR / A special thank you to Barbara Morgan, who continues to give of her time, talent and treasure. A huge vote of thanks to Beth Stojanovich, who has created our Eiffel Towers for display and has done a beautiful job. Thanks too to Janerae Morrell, who is Decorating Co-Chair. We are grateful for her creativity and leadership in this endeavor.

VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR & SIGNUPGENIUS CHAIR - Heaps of gratitude to Roni Fiolek, who has spent countless hours working on our Auction Sign Ups. Your support, expertise and commitment to the Auction have helped to organize and run the event itself, which is a big undertaking. Very grateful to Roni for coordinating all the volunteers on the night of the Auction, and Jennifer Borillo.

LIVE & RAISE YOUR PADDLE POWER POINT - Amy Borie - Gratitude for your expertise, attention to detail, creativity and commitment to executing this task with polish and excellence over the past 5 years.

AUCTION PROGRAM & ADVERTISEMENT DESIGN - Enormous vote of thanks to Chris Webster for ad creation, graphic design services and for putting together this year’s Auction Program. Thank you for streamlining this process and helping me to be more efficient by using a spreadsheet. We greatly appreciate your expertise and countless hours devoted to this project.

BEHIND THE SCENES - Thanks to all of you for working so hard to help with cataloging, descriptions, data entry and many other tasks! Fran Dunne, Beth Stojanovich, Danielle Vrban, Connie Rogers, Tara Rumph, Erika Marcantonio, Kate Sikora, Heather Joyce, Kari Stisser, Noreen Enrique, Julia Castiglia and Tiffany Carres. We would not have descriptions, items in the computer or order and efficiency without your help, dedication and skills.

RESERVATIONS - we are so extremely grateful to you, Mary Yuskis, for your warm and lovely smile at the Check-In Table, your commitment, attention to detail and the enthusiasm you bring to this big task. You have been a Godsend the last 2 years and much gratitude for taking on this vital role again in 2020!

SET-UP & CLEAN-UP - A huge vote of thanks to Pete Cramer for his leadership, enthusiasm and expertise over the past 7 years. Thanks to all of Pete’s Crew who come through for us each year!

VIP TABLE APPETIZERS - Thank you Darcy D’Errico for taking charge of this aspect of the Auction, and delivering scrumptious appetizers each year for the past 2 years and for Auction 2020! Our VIP table guests enjoy your creations immensely. Thank you for making our VIP guests experience beyond extraordinary.
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Celebrating 26 Years

SCHOONER'S
SEAFOOD HOUSE

HOME OF AWARD WINNING MINORCAN CLAM CHOWDER & OTHER LOCAL FAVORITES

SERVING LUNCH & DINNER
OPEN 11AM TO 9PM DAILY

826-0233
Offering a Complete Take Out Service

3560 North Ponce de Leon Blvd.
Saint Augustine

www.schooners-seafood.com
BID AS A GROUP
IF YOU WANT TO GO IN ON A PACKAGE OR EXPERIENCE WITH OTHERS,
COSTS MAY BE SPLIT AMONG MULTIPLE BID NUMBERS AT CHECK-OUT
THIS EVENING.

Live Auction

1  WHISKY AFICIONADO’S LIQUID PERFECTION BASKET

A whiskey tasting party with likeminded friends is but an invitation away. The answer to a whiskey aficionado's dream. Debate the merits of drinking whiskey neat, with water or with ice, pour a dram from each bottle into the four included Gurkha whiskey glasses, and let the sharing and comparing begin. This seven-bottle basket holds five bottles of whiskey, a bottle of rum, and as a finale - a bottle of aged Port: 1) The Glenlivet-aged 15 years-this bottle of Single Malt Scotch Whiskey is smooth and perfect for a novice whiskey sampler. 2) For an enhanced Angel's Share effect, you can't beat a bottle of Glenlivet Single Malt Scotch Whiskey aged 18 years; comparing the two will liven discussion. 3) A bottle of Woodford Reserve Kentucky Bourbon Whiskey contains more than 200 detectable flavor notes that will spark interest. 4) Brewed in a 200-year-old Kentucky distillery under the direction of a Master Distiller, a bottle of Buffalo Trace Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey has an after-taste finish renowned as being long and lush. Try it and see if you concur. 5) Kirk&Sweeney Dominican Rum comes from Santiago de los Cabelleros, Dominican Republic. Aged 12 years, this special blend features the taste of vanilla and toasted oak-living up to its logo of "rum worth pursuing". 6) Housed in the historic FP&L Ice Plant circa 1907 - the St. Augustine Distillery's Double Cask 4 year old Bourbon is the product of a locally founded and community owned undertaking, and it is a Bourbon deserving of its location. 7) When the whiskey tasting is complete and cigars can no longer interfere with the whisky’s flavor and aroma, break out the finale - cigars and a fine bottle of Porto. Taylor Fladgate Port hails from the extensive reserves of old cask aged Ports matured n the collar lodges in Oporto on Portugal's Atlantic Coast. In this 20 year old tawny Port, the fruit has mellowed nicely, and it is a perfect compliment to dessert or to sip while enjoying cigars. Nine cigars hand-made in the Dominican Republic, a five cigar Monte Cristo set, and a set of 6 Perdoma Cigars are the perfect finale of a whiskey tasting private party, or any special occasion.

DEL VERNE, MICHAEL AND JANICE

$600.00
Perfect for your July 4, 2020 getaway for four with a front row seat for the Fireworks! With stunning views of Saint Augustine’s intracoastal waterway from your master suite and sumptuous living areas in this beautiful 2 BR/2BA condo you are all set for a full week of enjoyment (Friday, July 3rd-Friday July 10th). A spacious open floor plan gives welcoming vibes as you enter and is just the start. The Condo boasts a spacious chef’s kitchen with granite countertops that will inspire any Chef’s creativity. This condo is close to everything, yet strategically located away from A1A S- overlooking a million-dollar view of the dock. Point Matanzas has an inviting pool that is located steps away from the intracoastal and is perfect for your family to enjoy together. Intracoastal views are everywhere-the Master Bedroom Balcony, the second bedroom, and the downstairs covered patio all offer direct intracoastal views. Both bedrooms have plush carpeting, the Master has a Queen size bed and the second bedroom has two queen size beds, perfect for children or guests. Do not miss the opportunity to spend your Fourth of July here. View pictures of Point Matanzas Unit C-10, 7265 A1A South at www.saintaugustinecondos.com, Listing ID 191181. Available July 3-July 10, 2020 only

SCHIANO, EDMONDO AND MARIA

$1,200.00

Arrive at the Flagler College Auditorium cool, calm and collected on May 22nd! Park in your reserved Parking space, and stroll into the Auditorium where your row of 10 Reserved prime seats await you. You will have a perfect, unobstructed view of your SJA Graduate crossing the stage, shaking hands with Bishop Estevez and receiving the coveted SJA High School Diploma! This popular auction item will allow you to relax and enjoy this milestone in your young person’s life!

SJA ADMINISTRATION

$200.00

If a week for up to eight in a rustic (Circa 1944) 3BR/2BA Cabin nestled on a 5-acre retreat in Southwest Colorado is your idea of paradise, welcome to Hilltop Haven. Rustic with a touch of quirky, Hilltop Haven’s three bedrooms and two baths include one unique open master bedroom and bathroom with an inviting tub, and another bathroom with a shower. Enjoy updated amenities (i.e. modern electricity, heater, Wi-Fi, W/D, fully equipped kitchen) amid the beauty of nature. Watch spectacular sunsets from your large outdoor porch or from inside the cabin, enjoy the firepit, and let the kids explore the little teepee built just for them. Known as a “Treehouse in the Sky”, its sun-drenched rooms and homespun mountain charm give the feeling of being a bit off the grid. Yet this cabin is only a block away from downtown restaurants, antique stores, gift shops, and deep geothermal hot springs. Nature’s playground abounds a short drive away- hiking, skiing at Wolf Creek, snowboarding, fly fishing/white water rafting on the great San Juan River, and at the end of the day a good hot springs soak. “Pagosah” is a southern Ute word for “healing waters” and Pagosa Springs is proud of its geothermal hot springs that are open to the public. The “Treehouse in the Sky” and mule deer living by the cabin await your arrival. Peruse pictures of this Cabin at VRBO # 427340). The winner shall have 24 months from the date of the auction (March 21, 2020) to redeem this week in paradise, and early coordination of booking is recommended.

SEAN AND KIRSTIN MCMULLEN

$1,500.00
1 WEEK IN KINSALE, IRELAND FOR EIGHT GUESTS

Kinsale, Ireland Adventure- Escape for a solid week (Sunday-Sunday, 8 days 7 nights) with your package adventure to Kinsale, County Cork, Ireland. Kinsale is an old-time seaside fishing town, located on the Atlantic coast of Ireland with a vibrant downtown and relaxed pace. A combination of old world charm with a modern flair - You will stay in a luxury 4 BR/3BA harbor view condo overlooking the sparkling Kinsale Harbor. This incredibly designed condo has a Master Bedroom with ensuite bath, open-plan kitchen, living and dining area, Wi-Fi, and elevator access. The property is just a few moments’ walk from the narrow, winding streets of Kinsale town center. Kinsale is a foodie destination renowned for its cuisine, yet rich with cozy pubs and traditional Irish fare. Kinsale abounds with activity- deep sea fishing, sailing, kite surfing, world class golf courses (including Old Head), horseback riding, yachting, water sports instruction, art, shopping, and rich history. Explore the Battle of Kinsale, one of Ireland's most renowned battles, learn about the nearby sinking of the Lusitania, tour castles circa 1500, and explore nearby historic Fermoy and the Michael Collins Museum. On Wednesday, make sure you stop by the farmers market on Short Quay to get all the fixings for a picnic; You can find artisanal cheeses, local produce, and more tasty treats. Getting there is easy-there are currently non-stop flights from Orlando (MCO) to Dublin, and a one-stop from Orlando to Shannon. From there you can change flights to arrive at the nearby Kinsale airport in Cork City, or you can rent a car and create your own Irish road trip. With the package comes phone assistance offered by WOW Factor, as part of this package to help you plan before you go and when you get to Kinsale, you will be treated to local John Goode who will help you understand Kinsale and local sites of interest. For an additional fee, transportation from Dublin or Shannon airports to Kinsale will be arranged for you. Or simply rent a car at Dublin airport and in less than four hours you will be in the heart of Kinsale enjoying your condo. You simply can’t beat Ireland’s charm, beauty, and historic grace. It’s called the Emerald Isle for a reason- Once you lay eyes on the lush green landscape peppered with culture and history, you may never want to leave. Book a flight, pour yourself a pint, and practice saying “Sláinte!” (cheers!). The colorful, historic port of Kinsale is waiting with open arms. Perfect for a family or for several couples to share!Your certificate for this brilliant trip allows 1 year to book your trip and 18 months to travel. Therefore, the expiration date is September 21, 2021.

$3,400.00

OYSTER ROAST FOR 10 AT YOUR HOUSE

Oyster Roast for 10, at your House! This Oyster Roast Feast for 10 comes right to your doorstep, creating the oyster experience of a lifetime. Simply greet your lucky guests at the door, and your work as a host or hostess is complete. Relax and prepare to be delighted, as these oysters will not be prepared by an amateur oyster aficionado. No, these oysters will be supplied and expertly steamed by Minorcan Mikes, a local family business with the Minorcan gift of creating oyster magic. Minorcan Mikes will also supply their amazing sauce with the "perfect blend of sweet and heat" to go along with the oysters. Your guests may feel inclined to wash down the heat with sips of cold beer. Not to worry, no beer run will be required during this relaxing evening, as the event comes complete with a case of beer. So prepare to sit back, relax, and claim your fair share of oysters along with your happy houseful of guests. This oyster roast must be booked between September and February, and you are required to give 3 weeks notice before desired oyster roast date.

Michael O'Steen

$500.00
One week at The Harbourmaster Villa in Coral Bay (St, John, US Virgin Islands) for up to 4 adults. This amazing 2BR/1BA Villa looks directly down upon the emerald sea paradise that is Coral Bay. Imposing mountain views, sunrises and lush landscaping, and a patio and pool to enjoy. From the Villa you are but a short distance away from adventure- explore nearby beaches, hiking trails or embark on available sport fishing charters. Venturing to enjoy the local food and music scene is a must do! Staying at the Villa and letting yourself dream is an option as well. Both bedrooms feature queen sized beds and large windows, and the living room feature high vaulted ceilings. The Villa kitchen is impressively equipped and the reclaimed teak dining room inviting, Wi-Fi and 55' TV with Netflix. The warm hospitality of the Conrad family is priceless-This local SJA family will go out of their way to make sure you know about local attractions and help make your vacation special. View at www.vrbo.com, property ID# 1335703. The Villa is available anytime except for Thanksgiving and Christmas Holiday blackout dates. The winner shall have 12 months from the date of the auction (March 21, 2020) in which to claim the prize and early booking is recommended.

Conrad, Tom & Dee, Carrie & Jane
$3,250.00

No need to travel to Maine in 2020, as Vilano Beach has a New England style Cape Cod beach home with a lighthouse awaiting your arrival. Point Break Beach Home is perched on a rocky outcrop with unobstructed ocean and Vilano beach views for miles. This immaculate and recently renovated home provides 5 Bedrooms and 2 baths for up to 10 lucky people. Sounds of the surf can be heard from every bedroom as the ocean is just a few steps away. The closeness of the waves is awe inspiring, as is the second-floor porch directly overlooking the ocean. With cubbies, artistic touches and design throughout, it is both practical (wireless WiFi) whimsical. Located near Publix, restaurants, and 3 miles from the Old City Gates, enjoyment has never been so close at hand. Pictures at VRBO Property # 216158. Valid for use in 2020 only, blackout dates are June-August 14th 2020.

Sean and Kirstin McMullen
$3,000.00

Find out what life is like in the line of duty with Sheriff Shoar! This exclusive and exciting day includes a personal tour of all the Sheriff's office facilities and special equipment. Enjoy lunch with the Sheriff and fire issued weapons at the firing range. You will have a unique opportunity to "ride along" with a Deputy on duty. All this is documented and given to you as a photo collection. You will also receive a gift basket full of personal memorabilia from the Sheriff's department.

Shoar, David and Laura
$350.00
10 1 WEEK VACAY FOR 24 AT BEECH MOUNTAIN, NC

This year, spend the 4th of July week (June 29-July 6, 2020) in this amazing Cabin at Beech Mountain, NC. With room for up to 24 people, this tri-level mountain cabin has something to offer for everyone! The large downstairs foyer offers sitting benches for outdoor equipment, recreation room, cable TV, DVD player and a foosball table. The sizeable living area features a wood fireplace and sliding glass doors leading out to a back deck. The Master Bedroom features a king sized bed, large whirlpool tub and a small furnished deck overlooking the beauty of nature. For additional fees, guests may access amenities at the Buckeye Recreation Center and Beech Mountain Club such as fitness center/classes, basketball, fishing and canoeing equipment, and dining. Not included but available are horseback riding, zip lining and whitewater rafting. Hiking and relaxation included! Explore the many Cabin features and plethora of sleeping capability at www.mrbeech.com (rental SW108). Cabin availability is limited to June 29 -July 6, 2020.

Grimes, James and Grace
$2,500.00

11 CRESCENT BEACH CONDO STAYCATION

Vacation for a week at the Ocean House Condominiums located in Crescent Beach, a beautiful stretch of coast just south of St. Augustine. Live it up by jumping in the waves, boogie boarding, paddle boarding, surfing and swimming at the oceanfront pool. If you prefer a slower pace, drift away under the shade of your umbrella, listening to the relaxing sounds of the ocean waves. At the condo, take in panoramic views of the ocean and the Intra coastal Waterway from the 40 ft. long balcony. The completely renovated condo sleeps four, featuring a Master Bedroom with a king sized bed, and a second bedroom with a full-sized bed and two twins. It features a new fully equipped kitchen, high speed internet with Wi-Fi, wall mounted LED TV's and laundry facilities. Enjoy gorgeous white sand beaches, boardwalk to the beach, putting green, gas BBQ grills and much more!Subject to availability and mutually agreeable date. Expires March 21, 2021

TAYLOR, LESLIE AND JOHN
$1,300.00

12 RAISE YOUR PADDLE FOR ST. JOSEPH ACADEMY

Raise your Paddle for SJA to support our students and help acquire the following Wish List Items: Scholarships for Mission Trips and March for Life Trip. These scholarships make it possible for students to participate in these opportunities for their spiritual growth by lowering the overall cost of the trip, making it possible for students to be able to go on a Mission Trip or March for Life. This year, St. Joseph Academy hopes that Raise Your Paddle will generate the funds to provide 8 Promethean ActivPanels - interactive displays for education, teaching and lesson delivery software. Our goal for Raise Your Paddle is $25,000.00. Your tax deductible donations are greatly appreciated as they enhance the SJA high school experience. You will receive a statement at Auction Check-Out which may be used for income tax purposes. Thank you for your generous response!

Goal is $25,000.00
College education. On your terms.
Eat In, Take Out, WE DELIVER!
3915 A1A South #105, St Augustine, FL 32080
www.ZonersStAugustine.com
(904) 460-2792

WE KNOW ST. AUGUSTINE
Nicole Torres, Realtor
Cell: 904 - 814 - 3958
Office: 904 - 417 - 9259
Email: nicoletorres38@gmail.com
1201  SCENERIC CRUISE FOR TWO

Bring a friend along and climb aboard the Victory III. You will enjoy a Captain narrated one hour and fifteen minute river journey that offers a unique view of historic St. Augustine. With many picture taking opportunities, and a knowledgeable local Captain to answer questions, this cruise provides an incomparable way to enjoy St. Augustine's beautiful landmarks. Cruises depart daily from the Municipal Marina in downtown St. Augustine, and beer wine, and soft drinks are available for purchase. This certificate is valid for up to two persons aboard a regularly scheduled cruise time. It is not valid for any special event cruises.

St Augustine Scenic Cruise
$50.00

1202  ADVENTURE LANDING QUEST PASS FOR 4

Have a blast at Adventure Landing! Enjoy 4 guest passes you can use for miniature golf, go-carts, batting cages and more! The 4 Adventure Landing passes expire on 12/31/2020.

Adventure Landing
$80.00

1203  WINE TASTING FOR 12 IN YOUR HOME

This auction item includes an 8 bottle sampling for up to 12 people at a location of your choosing! PRP Wine International promotes small family-owned vineyards from around the globe. PRP Wine International provides high-quality, exclusive wines containing no added sugars or sulfites, by conducting educational in-home/office wine samplings. PRP Wine International will come to your home or business bringing wine and knowledge. In turn, all you will need to provide (besides a location for the sampling) is a wine glass for each person sampling, water, a "dump bucket", and pens. Cheese always goes well with wine so if you are inclined, then bring a cheese plate as well. Enjoy the sampling! Must be 21 years or older to participate. Tasting is available only within the State of Florida. The certificate expires 6 months after date of winning bid (March 21, 2020).

PRP Wine International
$300.00
1204  FOUR VOUCHERS TO WORLD GOLF HALL OF FAME MUSEUM

Each voucher grants one person free admission into the museum, as well as one shot at the challenge hole (a replica of the 17th hole at TPC Sawgrass). Hall of Fame Vouchers Expire 3/28/2021.

World Golf Hall of Fame
$83.80

1205  CONCERT TICKETS TO ZOSO

Two tickets to Zoso on April 30th, 2020 at the Ponte Vedra Concert Hall. Zoso is the ultimate Led Zeppelin experience! The most accurate and captivating Led Zeppelin live show since the real thing. It's more than just a tribute, it's about touching a golden era in music. Doors open at 7pm and performance starts at 8pm.

Ponte Vedra Concert Hall
$60.00

1206  WEEKEND AND DINING AT SERENATA BEACH CLUB

Weekend membership at Serenata Beach Club with a $100 dining credit included. How going to the beach should always be! This full service, private beach club experience blends casual comforts with a refined beach lifestyle. Enjoy sun-filled days at the beach, relaxation at the adults only pool, or play with the kids at our expansive family pool. Each area offers its own dining options. Gaze over the Atlantic Ocean vista from our picturesque dining room, cocktail lounge or covered verandas while enjoying fresh, sumptuous, locally sourced and sustainable fare. Workout in our fully equipped fitness center with group exercise classes, or take part in any number of club activities and amenities for all age groups. Arrangements must be made in advance by contacting Serenata Beach Club member relations director, Kate Krenn at KKRENN@SERENTACLUB.COM OR (904)342-4975. The date availability/registration and certificate use are subject to club guidelines, as is the certificate holder who is also subject to all club rules and regulations. The dining credit is valid for food and beverage purchases only, and full value of credit must be rendered at time of usage The certificate expires on August 30, 2020.

Serenata Beach Club
$150.00
1207  JACKSONVILLE ZOO AND GARDENS FAMILY 4 PACK

Enjoy a Family Escape for Four (two adult/two children tickets) to the Jacksonville Zoo and Gardens for the only walking safari experience in Northeast Florida. Discover the earth’s wildlife through interactive and educational experiences. Experience animal keeper talks, animal encounters, rides and garden tours. Just a few of the animal exhibits you'll find at the Zoo are the African Forest, River Valley Aviary, Giraffe Overlook, and Land of the Tiger. The Play Park and Splash Ground are a favorite, and visiting the Zoo is a true family adventure! Adult Tickets (2) expire 2/13/2021, and child tickets (2) are for ages 3-12 and expire 10/2/2020.

Jacksonville Zoo & Gardens
$90.00

1208  ST. AUGUSTINE FAMILY FUN FEST

On April 25, 2020, come with your 2 adult admission tickets, 2 kid zone activity wristbands (kids under 12 have free admission) and 2 event t-shirts, for a day of family fun at Francis Field, 25 W. Castillo Drive. This event offers a full day of non-stop fun (10am-7pm). Activities include inflatables, a photo booth, golf activities, DJ line dancing, fire trucks, costumed characters, food trucks, and the always popular obstacle challenge course. With live entertainment throughout the day, everyone will have a barrel of fun while supporting the Alpha-Omega Miracle home. This nonprofit aids young mothers, children, as well as senior women who need help. Family Fun Fest is in its 5th year, come share in the fun!

Grimes, James and Grace
$50.00

1209  TWO TICKETS FOR BRIAN CULBERTSON PERFORMANCE

Brian Culbertson performs on Sunday, April 26, 2020 at the Florida Theatre. Culbertson is an American smooth Jazz performer whose musical brew adds in R&B, funk and a bit of piano too. His recognitions include an NAACP Image Award nomination, a Soul Train Award nomination, 6 Oasis Smooth Jazz Awards, a Canadian Smooth Jazz Award for Best International Artist, American Smooth Jazz/National Smooth Jazz Awards for Best Keyboardist, and there is more--8 of his keyboard players’ 18 albums have reached #1 on the Contemporary Jazz Charts. The winner of these tickets will claim them by presenting this original letter either in person at the Florida Theatre Ticket Office, or by mail to Florida Theatre, 128 East Forsyth Street, Jacksonville, FL 32202. The tickets are transferable but the original letter must be presented to claim the tickets.

Florida Theatre
$99.00
1210 TRAIL RIDES AT THE FL AGRICULTURAL MUSEUM

Enjoy a horseback guided trail ride for two at the Florida Agricultural Museum in Flagler County. This Museum property spans over 4,000 acres of pristine Old Florida pine forests. The riding trail cuts across forests, fields, by a lake, through the woods, and provides the unique experience of riding over the I-95 Land Bridge. All experience levels are welcome (8 years or older), and a jaunty model horse is included as a memento of your experience. The certificate is valid for one year from issue date, riders must be at least 8 years old.

Fox, Joseph and Lea
$100.00

1211 OLD DOWNTOWN ST AUGUSTINE TOURS

Two Old Town Wonder attractions await - Four Tickets total will entertain both staycationers and newbies alike. Your Package includes: 1) 2 VIP Admission tickets to the Pirate and Treasure Museum. This treasure trove of all things Pirate has a new exhibit on Red Sea Pirates so check it out. 2) 2 VIP Admission tickets to St Augustine’s Colonial Quarter Living History Museum where history comes alive with interactive activities, living history demonstrations, and artisans plying their trades in character.

Harding, Thomas and Tambrie
$56.00

1212 OLD DOWNTOWN ST AUGUSTINE TOURS + GHOST TOUR

Three Old Town Wonder attractions await- Six Tickets total will entertain both staycationers and newbies alike. Your Package includes: 1) 2 VIP Admission tickets to the Pirate and Treasure Museum. This treasure trove of all things Pirate has a new exhibit on Red Sea Pirates so check it out. 2) 2 VIP Admission tickets to St Augustine’s Colonial Quarter Living History Museum where history comes alive with interactive activities, living history demonstrations, and artisans plying their trades in character. 3) 2 admission tickets for A Ghostly Encounter walking tour-These evening tours provide a haunted way to learn about Saint Augustine History. They are pet friendly and appropriate for children and ghosts of all ages.

Harding, Thomas and Tambrie
$94.00

1213 UNIVERSAL STUDIOS ORLANDO GIFT CARD

Get started on your Universal Studios Adventure with this $50.00 gift card. Whether your imagination is sparked by Spiderman, Harry Potter, or the Transformers, you are sure to enjoy yourself at Universal Orlando.

Rogers, Julian and Connie
$50.00
1214  IFLY INDOOR SKYDIVING

Experience flying at iFLY Indoor Skydiving, 10579 Brightman Blvd, Jacksonville, FL, without jumping out of a plane! The two certificate (two flights per person) vouchers include full instruction, training class, all gear, a flight video of your session and progress feedback. iFLY invites anyone from ages 3-103 to come soar with the wind and feel the thrill of indoor skydiving at their iFLY indoor wind tunnel. Learn more about this thrilling experience at iflyworld.com.

Victor & Erika Dionisio
$100.00

1215  DANCE LESSON AT ARTHUR MURRAY

1215A  Learn to dance at Arthur Murray Dance Center in Saint Augustine. This gift certificate is valid for a couple to share one private dance lesson, one group dance lesson & one dance party. Dancing becomes easy and fun the moment you begin dance lessons with one of the friendly Arthur Murray dance experts. Located by Epic Theater, Saint Augustine. Certificate must be redeemed by April 30, 2020.

Kellie De Lamerens
$200.00

1216  JACKSONVILLE ZOO AND GARDENS FAMILY 4 PACK

Enjoy a Family Escape for Four (two adult/two children tickets) to the Jacksonville Zoo and Gardens for the only walking safari experience in Northeast Florida. Discover the earth's wildlife through interactive and educational experiences. Experience animal keeper talks, animal encounters, rides and garden tours. Just a few of the animal exhibits you'll find at the Zoo are the African Forest, River Valley Aviary, Giraffe Overlook, and Land of the Tiger. The Play Park and Splash Ground are a favorite, and visiting the Zoo is a true family adventure! Adult Tickets (2) and child tickets (2) expire 8/24/2020.

Jacksonville Zoo & Gardens
$90.00

1217  LIMELIGHT THEATRE TICKETS (2 ADULTS)

Enjoy an outing to the Limelight Community Theatre with two adult tickets to the play of your choice during their 28th Season. Upcoming Shows Include A Flea in Her Ear, Bus Stop, and Little Women the Musical. Shows sell out quickly so pick your seats early and enjoy your evening at The Limelight Reservations must be made in advance, and the tickets expire August 2020.

Limelight Theatre
$54.00
Proud Sponsor of St. Joseph Academy

Matt McCord

McCord Coastal Group
Your Island Home Experts
Corpus Christi Catholic Church

6175 Datil Pepper Rd.      St. Augustine, FL 32086
Tuesday Nights    Doors Open at 4:30 PM
Early Bird Games at 5:30 PM / 18 Games start at 6:30 PM

$1,000 + in Prizes given away Every week!

TWO $250.00 JACKPOTS NIGHTLY
Meatball Subs, Pizza, Sausage and Hot Dogs Available
Homemade Cakes & Goodies

Call Judy Cash at 904 797-4842 for more info
VOLEUNERS NEEDED: BINGO CALLERS!
AND FLOOR CALL BACK WORKERS
YOU MUST BE 18 (or over) TO PLAY.
2101 TAZER C2 - CAN SAVE YOUR LIFE

Better safe than sorry. The Tazer C2 personal protection device by Protect Life is the real thing. Including a replaceable cartridge; this self-defense item can save your life by safely stopping attackers to allow escape from unsafe settings. Each State has legal restrictions on use and carry of protective devices, including but not limited to use and carry by minors, convicted felons, and on school and other property. Purchasers should familiarize themselves with and follow applicable State and Federal Law governing use and carry of the Tazer C2.

Friends of SJA
$150.00

2102 VERA BRADLEY BACKPACK FIREWORKS PAISLEY

Cue the fireworks! This Vera Bradley "Fireworks Paisley" patriotic cotton polyester backpack with its forever classic patriotic color combination is here just in time for Memorial Day, Flag Day, Independence Day, and every summer day in between! The backpack is roomy 12(W) x 16(H) x 7.5(D), with well-designed storage details inside - zip closure; laptop compartment, main compartment with charger pocket, (3) slip pockets, (4) pen pockets and a window identification. Outside features include (2) mesh slip side pockets, (2) zippered pockets, and adjustable straps.

O'Halloran, Eddie and Michelle
$110.00

2103 VERA BRADLEY SOLID DENIM NAVY BACKPACK

Perfect for every occasion! This Vera Bradley solid denim navy backpack is a standout! The backpack is roomy 12(W) x 16(H) x 7.5(D), with well-designed storage details including an inside zip closure, laptop compartment, main compartment with charger pocket, (3) slip pockets, (4) pen pockets and a window identification. Outside features include (2) mesh slip pockets, (2) zippered pockets, and adjustable straps.

O'Halloran, Eddie and Michelle
$110.00
2104  LEONARD’S SENIOR PHOTO PACKAGE

Senior Photo Package from Leonard’s Studios. This amazing Package includes a Framed Senior Group Photo, an Ultimate Senior Photo Session with clothing changes and multiple backgrounds, in addition to a $100 gift voucher that can be used for senior portraits.

Lisa Urban
$275.00

2105  SARAH LOUISE DESIGNED BAPTISMAL GOWN/BONNET

The Sarah Louise Collection (a family business established in Liverpool, England Circa 1969) is known for its unique Baptismal Gowns that are designed to become heirloom gowns passed down from generation to generation. Sarah Louise’s small family business has now expanded far beyond the United Kingdom and this delicate gown with matching bonnet showcases why the collection is so popular. The polyester shell, lining and netting are delicate and timeless (6-month-old size: height 24 ½", weight 12 lbs.). Perfect for a shower gift or for a special grandchild.

Heaven’s Boutique
$155.00

2106  NECKLACE & EARRING SET

Elevate any wardrobe with fashion jewelry from Banana Republic. Dress it up or dress it down. Add instant polish with this sparkling necklace and earring duo. It’s time to get your shine on!

Eddie and Michelle O’Halloran
$90.00

2107  BASIC WILL PACKET

Raven Sword of Livingston & Sword, P.A. (Attorneys at Law), a full service law firm located in Palm Coast, Florida, is offering a basic will packet for two that covers all of your basic estate planning needs. As part of this invaluable auction item, you will receive an estate planning consultation to discuss ways to avoid probate and to protect assets for the benefit of your loved ones. The basic will packet includes a traditional Last Will and Testament (for two), Durable Power of Attorney (for two), and Medical Directives (for two).

Raven Sword
$600.00
Perfect for travel and crafted completely from distressed leather by Ethiopian crafts women. This versatile handbag is both durable and tasteful. It features a secure magnet closure, with (2) inside slit pockets and a third zippered inner pocket. This handbag is sold by a company called ABLE (www.livefashionable.com). Recognizing that women's fashions are largely produced by impoverished women treated without dignity, ABLE was established to help trafficking victims support themselves by learning to craft fashionable high-end products and earn a fair wage. ABLE's mission changes lives and empowers women artisans and their families via crafting women's high-quality fashions and home decor. Wear this bag proudly!

Brambilla, Gian and Kimberly

$168.00

This exquisite vest is rich in color with hues of coral and green and delicate lavender flowers. Its swirling pattern showcases hummingbirds in flight preparing to sip nectar to fuel their lengthy migrations. The hummingbird symbolizes love in Central American cultures and is said to bring love, good luck, as well as joy in Native American cultures. Rich in detail, this size S/M vest has a soft black suede cloth back. It can be worn to complement anything from blue jeans to a more formal dress or pantsuit and is both versatile and one of a kind.

Leonora Leano

$400.00

Flashes Pride will be on display when you wear your green and gold scarf hand crocheted by Sister Grace Parker, SSJ, and snuggle under the warmth of your crocheted blanket. The blanket is just big enough to serve as a lap blanket for two and the duo (the scarf and blanket) will proudly proclaim that you are a SJA Flashes supporter. Just in time for early Lacrosse season chill, you will love this SJA swag. Go Flashes!

Grace Parker & Friends of SJA

$145.00

With its bright red Metropolis Magma color it will be hard to lose your UAG Microsoft Surface Go Feather-Light carrier with its rugged Aluminum stand and military drop tested case. This item comes complete with a pen holder. Designed for Surface 3.

O'Halloran, Eddie and Michelle

$69.95
2112  SPORTY CASE FOR SURFACE 3
Fit + Function + Fashion. The ultimate trifecta for your Microsoft Surface 3 Sporty Case.. A sturdy griptrack, magnetic closure, and a slim and sleek profile are but three of the features of this versatile case.

O'Halloran, Eddie and Michelle
$15.00

2113  PLATINUM HEALTH, FITNESS AND YOGA
Platinum Health, Fitness and Yoga, Ormond Beach- this certificate is valid for 4 personal training sessions plus one month of unlimited yoga. They offer a variety of classes for all levels of experience including beginners and private sessions. Make spring the start of a happier and healthier you! The certificate expires 12/31/2020.

Platinum Health, Fitness & Yoga
$200.00

2114  HAIR CUT/HIGHLIGHT GIFT CERTIFICATE
This certificate for Frankie's Hair Shack, Saint Augustine South, places you in the knowledgeable hands of stylist Ashley Pedlow and is valid for a haircut and partial highlights (appointment required).

Frankie's Hair Shack
$70.00

2115  THE MASSAGE WHISPERER GIFT CERTIFICATE
Gift Certificate redeemable for one 90 minute massage provided by Meghan Brown A/K/A The Massage Whisperer, located in Saint Augustine, Florida.

Jack & Presley Huish
$75.00

2116  JESSE BRITTEN TATTOO GIFT CERTIFICATE
Jesse Britten is a Saint Augustine tattoo artist, and this certificate is good for $150.00 of tattoo artist services at his Saint Augustine Studio. Jesse has been tattooing since 2001, and his website jessebrettentattoo.com provides many examples of his artistry.

Jack & Presley Huish
$150.00
2117  ABELLA’S SCHOOL OF DANCE - SUMMER CLASS
Certificate for one week of summer dance Intensives at Abella's School of Dance -
Uncompromised technique is offered in a nurturing environment with a variety of classes
structured to improve and advance a student’s technical, artistic, and performance skills. All
classes at Abella's are taught by a talented roster of certified and passionate teachers. Must be
used during scheduled summer 2020 dance intensives.

Abella's School of Dance
$300.00

2118  APP STORE & ITUNES GIFT CARD
Apple App Store & iTunes Gift Card. One card gives a world of entertainment. Millions of Apps
from the App store. Over 60 million songs with Apple music. Original shows and movies.
Hundreds of magazines and leading newspapers with Apple News. Great selection of books
and audio books from Apple Books.

Rogers, Julian and Connie
$50.00

2119  SAFETY CHECK FOR YOUR CAR
Don't let car troubles ruin your summer!! Come in to Volkswagen St. Augustine for a FREE
Summer Safety Check of your Car!! Includes FREE tests / Inspections of: Interior / Exterior
lights, Tires, Brakes, Wipers, Fluids, Air Filter and Cabin Filter.

Huish, Kevin and DeBolle, Maureen
$125.00

2120  BEAUTIFUL MINT CROCHETED BABY BLANKET
A LITTLE BUNDLE OF JOY- For the little bundle of joy, be it a precious girl or boy, this hand
crocheted blanket was made with LOVE AND CARE. In every stitch there is a prayer. It will
wrap around you like a gentle hug, it's truly a gift made with love. A one of a kind mint colored
baby blanket for that special baby in your life.

Sr. Grace, Sisters of St. Joseph
$125.00

2121  BEAUTIFUL LAVENDER CROCHETED BABY BLANKET
A LITTLE BUNDLE OF JOY-For the little bundle of joy, be it a precious girl or boy, this blanket
was made with LOVE AND CARE. In every stitch there is a prayer. It will wrap around a baby
like a gentle hug, it's truly a gift made with love. This one of a kind blanket in beautiful lavender
will make a very special, one of a kind, baby gift.

Sisters of St. Joseph
$100.00
**2122 A DAY AT THE BEACH**

Thirty-One brand will make sure you enjoy your day at the beach in style. The Cool Cinch Thermal will keep your drinks cold on a warm summer day and it goes perfectly with a matching towel and Expand a Tote to hold all of your paraphernalia.

Mikos, Ernie and Laurie

$120.00

**2123 SMART SONIC ELECTRIC TOOTHBRUSH WITH AN APP**

Phillips Diamond Clean Smart Sonic Electric toothbrush with an app. The best ever toothbrush for complete oral care. This automaton: removes 10 times more plaque; heals up to 7 times faster by healing gum issues in an average of two weeks; removes up to 5 times more stains in just 3 days; supports long lasting clean breath; and offers 5 modes and 3 intensity settings. Yes there is even more! It alerts patients when they are brushing too hard and comes with a USB travel device.

Beth Kornegay

$270.00

**2124 HIS AND HERS NECK BONE PILLOWS**

Say Goodbye to neck pain and headaches! Neck Bone Chiropractic Pillows help to reduce neck pain and headaches by supporting normal cervical curve and reducing forward head posture. More information on what makes these pillows uniquely effective can be found by exploring OriginalBones.com

Hartley Chiropractic & Clear Scoliosis Center

$50.00

**2125 HIS AND HERS CERVICAL PILLOWS**

Doctor recommended Cervical Pillows support the head and neck by improving alignment which may help with neck and upper back pain as well as improve posture. Get your spine back in line!!

Hartley Chiropractic & Clear Scoliosis Center

$100.00

**2126 ROSARY RING**

This beautiful gold toned Rosary Ring with a raised cross is from the Vatican Library Collection. The Rosary Ring has ten raised beads that equal 1 decade on a standard rosary.

AnnMarie Pat Henley

$60.00
2127  **FAUX PEARL NECKLACE AND EARRINGS**
Lustrous Faux Pearls have never looked so classy—Enjoy your own beautiful multi-strand classic cream faux pearl necklace with accompanying earrings. From jeans to an evening gown occasion, wearing these pearls will dress up any outing.

Rukab, Maher and Hayfaa  
$50.00

2128  **GROCERY RUN**
Thirty-One brand bags can help you save our environment. In a world where plastic is destroying our planet, we all need to be more responsible consumers. This Medium Utility Tote along with a Sand and Shore Thermal Tote will get you to and from the store or farmer’s market without using a single plastic bag! Take these colorful & well made Thirty-One bags with you wherever you go.

Mikos, Ernie and Laurie  
$70.00

2129  **SPA LIFE LASER HAIR REMOVAL GIFT CERTIFICATE**
Get ready for summer and rid of that unwanted hair with this $100 gift card valid towards laser hair removal at Spa Life, located at Southpark Blvd, Saint Augustine.

Amanda Bradshaw  
$100.00

2130  **SPA LIFE CERTIFICATE - SPRAY TAN & FACIAL**
Get ready for the summer with a gift card for a spray tan and relaxing facial from Spa Life, located in St. Augustine on Southpark Blvd.

Amanda Bradshaw  
$120.00

2131  **ACUPUNCTURE AT VITALITY HOLISTIC HEALTH**
One acupuncture session at Vitality Holistic Health includes a brief consultation preceding treatment. Enjoy an acupuncture session with Dr. Dana Gaus who is certified in acupuncture designed to decrease pain, help heal sports injuries, improve sleep, increase energy, or just improve relaxation.

Charletta, Daniel and Dana  
$140.00
2132 FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH SPA-ORGANIC ULTIMATE FACIAL

Visit The Fountain of Youth Spa and enjoy their Eminence Organic Ultimate Facial. This MEDSPA specializes in non-invasive treatments for the face, lips, & body with customized facials that are chemical free and use only the finest ingredients. All designed to promote beautiful healthy skin care individually tailored towards your facial needs. The Spa team consists of highly trained professionals include MD’s, Aesthetic Nurse Practitioner’s, RN’s, & Medical Aestheticians. The Spa has a warm and inviting environment and offers the latest aesthetic treatments- "We will help create a better you, not a different person, by offering individualized consultations. Our motto is Looking Younger...in the Oldest City".

$125.00

2133 $50 AMAZON GIFT CARD

A $50.00 Amazon card redeemable for millions of items at amazon.com is perfect for a gift or a little personal splurging made easy.

Pankey, Steven and Kimberly

$50.00

2134 RELAXATION BASKET

This beautiful gift set is a great way to spoil yourself or someone special. This pampering set includes a Debbie Day Spa gift certificate in the amount of $80.00, two candles with calming scents, spearmint eucalyptus body scrub, EOS lavender jasmine scented shaving cream and lotion, an anti-stress comfort wrap, tea tree cleansing towelettes and two moisturizing facial masks. This kit is sure to relax!

DuFresne, Morgan and Jessica

$175.00
Now is the RIGHT Time for the RIGHT Plan!

Start by getting the RIGHT agent.

If you’re new to Medicare or qualify to switch plans, you deserve quality Medicare coverage that helps you stay healthy.

Now is the RIGHT time to find the RIGHT WellCare Medicare Advantage plan.

WellCare Medicare Advantage plans include benefits like ...

- $0 or low co-payments
- Prescription Drug Coverage
- $0 or low monthly plan premiums
- FREE Nurse Advice Line
- Large Network of Doctors & Hospitals

WellCare Health Plans, Inc., is an HMO, PPO, PFFS plan with a Medicare contract. Enrollment in our plans depends on contract renewal. You may enroll in the plan only during specific times of the year unless you qualify for a Special Election Period (SEP) or Initial Coverage Election Period (ICEP). WellCare Health Plans, Inc. complies with applicable Federal civil rights laws and does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, or sex.

ATTENTION: If you speak a language other than English, language assistance services, free of charge, are available to you. Call 1-877-374-4056 (TTY: 711).

ATENCIÓN: si habla español, tiene a su disposición servicios gratuitos de asistencia lingüística. Llame al 1-877-374-4056 (TTY: 711).

注意：如果您使用繁體中文，您可以免費獲得語言援助服務。請致電1-877-374-4056 (TTY: 711)。
GINA TORKOS ORIGINAL COLLAGE "DOUBLE VISION"

Gina Torkos is an emerging American collage artist who delights in creating intricate works with different layers of interpretation rewarding the observant. "Double Vision" showcases two wine glasses filled with white wine that seem almost intertwined. But look further and there is a subtle written love message near each glass with a message of intimacy and love. "Double Vision" is bright and its images, words, and phrases create a romantic mosaic. Showing Torkos' philosophy that not everything is as it first appears, "Double Vision" invites you to reconsider what you thought you saw at first glance. This fascinating giclee will be perfect for a special wedding or anniversary gift. It comes with a certificate of authenticity.

Pineau, Ben and Bonnie
$68.00

GOOGLE HOME MINI

With a Google Home Mini small speaker (simple to plug in via its Micro-USB Port), you will be ready for musical bliss. This wireless Bluetooth speaker can stream internet radio or be connected to Google Play Music, Deezer, or Spotify. Complete with a Google Assistant ready to go, this powerful little speaker is versatile and ready for action.

Hanvey, Dave and Nicole
$50.00

MYTHOLOGICAL PET SEA DRAGON DRAWING (16X22)

The sense of imaginative whimsy contained within this Mythological Pet Sea Dragon Drawing (16 x 22) will delight children of all ages. It features a vibrant pink Sea Dragon festooned with four sea beauties who treat it as a beloved pet- one gently kisses its nose, while the others hide or dangle behind its colorful fanlike tail. With its vibrant pink augmented by splashes of yellow, red, purple, green and blue this artwork will complement almost any décor. While the artist is unknown, the spirit of using the magic of art to keep a childlike sense of wonder alive in your heart is not.

Friends of SJA
$100.00
2204 HAND-MADE TURQUOISE ICHTHYS BOWL

This light teal pottery bowl with edges evoking a sense of the movement of waves is both practical and symbolic. The outlines of the Christian fish symbol Ichthys in its swirling pattern make this a special piece of pottery for any Christian household. Among the early Christians the Ichthys was used as code for persecuted Christians to meet. Its presence lends a special meaning to a beautiful piece of pottery.

Thomas and Jane Morrell
$125.00

2205 GIRL WITH BASKET OF FLOWERS PRINT

This print of a young girl holding a basket of flowers is an example of American folk art in a primitive early Americana style. "The Girl With Basket of Flowers" painting upon which it is based dates back to 1830 and its artist is unknown. The little girl has flowing ringlets, a dainty frock with delicate embroidery, and she holds an oversized flower basket with an array of beautiful springtime flowers. The wooden frame matches the style of the print.

Friends of SJA
$90.00

2206 NEEDLEPOINT ZUCCHINI FRAMED ART

This beautifully matted and framed needlepoint of a vibrant zucchini still growing on the vine is perfect for display in your home. Its vibrant rich purple hue is both distinctive and eye catching. A perfect addition for a kitchen or sunroom.

Leonora Leano
$160.00

2207 NEEDLEPOINT TOMATO FRAMED ART

This is not your usual still life needlepoint of fruit in a bowl; but instead, highlights the vibrant color of tomatoes still growing and looking almost edible. This matted and framed needlepoint will enhance any decor.

Leonora Leano
$160.00

2208 NEEDLEPOINT CARROTS FRAMED ART

Carrots have never looked so appealing. This tastefully matted and framed needlepoint highlights carrots for a tempting whole food perspective of growing carrots ready to spread their heath and goodness. Eye catching and designed to fit perfectly in an eat-in kitchen or dining room. Picky children will even have to admit that carrots can look good!

Leonora Leano
$160.00
2209 NEEDLEPOINT POLE BEANS FRAMED ART
Pole Beans make interesting and quirky objects of art, especially when showcased against white matting and with a quality frame included. These pole beans turned into art will add flavor to any de'cor.

Leonora Leano
$160.00

2210 LOVELY LARGE LIZARD NEEDLEPOINT
With its striking silver frame this vibrant lizard needlepoint is sure to be noticed. With its rich background and display of the artistry of needlepoint, this artwork is distinctive and eye catching. This enchanting lizard is a conversation starter and may even end up with a pet name!

Leonora Leano
$150.00

2211 GORGEOUS GRASSHOPPER NEEDLEPOINT
This grasshopper measures 13 by 16 and is framed in gold. The grasshopper features a pale pink background with a leafy green and tan border. Needlepoint at its finest!

Leonora Leano
$100.00

2212 LIZARD NEEDLEPOINT
This intricate lizard needlepoint measures 13 by 16 and is in a gold frame. The lizard is displayed in front of a pale pink background with intricate orange and green needlepoint border.

Leonora Leano
$100.00

2213 "SIGNS OF SPRING" PRINT
This gold framed, limited edition numbered print (14/250) is by a local artist Thomas N. Pearrow. It features the male cardinal in all his brilliant red glory perched with his mate on a delicate branch replete with flowering white blossoms. Spring is in the air with a background of soft white clouds accentuating the detailed images of the cardinals together on their flowering perch.

Tom Pearrow
$225.00
SEASCAPE PRINT

Artist Robert Winslow hails from Arizona and his philosophy that "we emerge and then dissolve back", is well illustrated in this print. Waves are crashing into rocks jutting along the seashore, and the eye is drawn to this movement juxtaposed with action and the serenity of sunlight in the background. The interplay between action and calm portray Winslow at his finest. This is print 7 of 95. On archival paper. Unframed.

Friends of SJA
$800.00

LAKE COMO VISTA PRINT

Artist Rebecca M. Kline's limited edition (4/95) print invites the eye to wander between the art deco colors of hillside haciendas in the background and the action of the two tiny boats in choppy harbor waters in the forefront. The vibrant colors and touch of surrealism add a sense of whimsy to this engaging and vibrant print. On archival paper. Unframed.

Friends of SJA
$800.00

BURGANDY PRINT

Artist Rebecca M. Kline's limited edition print (1/95) invites you to meander up a small village road awash with the blooms and greenery of spring. Tall white homes on the hillside are adorned with lush foliage and flowers indicating that spring has arrived. Perfect for anyone who appreciates the promise of new beginnings that the sight of spring blooms brings. On archival paper. Unframed.

Friends of SJA
$800.00

PARISIAN SIDEWALK CAFE PRINT

"We'll Always Have Paris" - Indeed you will with this Parisian print of quintessential outdoor cafes and restaurants near the Sorbonne. A bit of Paris is ready to be framed and placed on your wall. The print is 52 of 99 and on archival paper. Unframed.

Friends of SJA
$800.00

FRESH CUT FLOWERS

Enjoy a fresh cut flower arrangement created by Flowerworks, for yourself or have flowers delivered locally to a special person in your life! Gift Certificate expires 3/01/21.

Flowerworks
$50.00
ALARM PRO
We’ll take care of your home’s safety,
So you can take care of what matters most.
AFFORDABLE • DEPENDABLE • TRUSTWORTHY

Residential Monitoring
$22 Per Month
*St. Joseph Academy Special

(386) 445-7936

• FREE Estimates
• NO Hidden Fees
• NO Long Term Contracts
• NO Phone Line Required
  (additional fee would apply)

www.AlarmProInc.net

The ONLY LOCAL alarm company serving Flagler and surrounding counties for over 25 years.
COMFORT & CARE.
A Family Tradition.

Family-founded and family-owned, Riverside Cottages is the caring choice for your loved one’s assisted living or memory care needs. With our tranquil neighborhood setting, world-class dining, and high staff-to-resident ratio, you can be confident that your family member is receiving attentive care and engaging lifestyle activities in a homelike environment.

RIVERSIDE
COTTAGES
AT THE SHORES
Assisted Living Residence & Memory Care

471 Shores Blvd • St. Augustine, FL 32086 • (904) 342-2590 • riversidecottagesALF.com • LICENSE # AL12769
LIFE'S SWEETER ON THE BEACH

COMING SPRING 2020

400 A1A Beach Blvd
St Augustine Beach, FL 32080

WWW.ISLANDDONUT.COM
With Our Compliments and Best Wishes for a Successful Auction!

Mr. Peter Shami & Mrs. Uguette Shami
and The Lepp Family

Over 40 years experience in fabrication and distributing laboratory tops

AGR Fabricators, Inc.
1708, 4879 Clydo Road South
Jacksonville, FL 32207
904.733.9393 charlie@agrfabricators.com
We appreciate your vote!

BEST GENERAL EQUIPMENT RENTAL

904-471-2991 1005 Pope Road
ST. Augustine, FL
We appreciate your vote!

COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE

Hospitality Multi-Family Retail Industrial Land

Greg Trzaska, CHA
Broker Associate
CBC PREMIER PROPERTIES
1750 Tree Blvd., Suite 7
St. Augustine, FL. 32084
Cell: 904-669-6532
Bus: 904-827-1717
Fax: 904-204-0149
FloridaHotelBroker@Outlook.com
www.cbcpremierproperties.com
Knights of Columbus
Corpus Christi Church
St. Thomas Beckett Council 13337

New Members Welcome.
Call 904-547-2036 for more information.
Join today. Visit KofC.org/JoinUs

We kneel for our God and stand for our flag.
LAW OFFICES
Dowda & Fields, P.A.
Robert Fields Esq.
Established 1917

REAL ESTATE/CLOSINGS, ACCIDENTS, INJURIES, WILLS, ESTATES, CIVIL, CRIMINAL, FAMILY LAW, ADOPTIONS

OPENING SOON!
135 B King Street

CALL 24/7 FOR MOBILE APPT.
904-824-7116
DEWALT CORDLESS DRILL / DRIVER KIT

This DeWalt Compact Drill / Driver Kit comes complete with a DCD771 1/2" (13mm) drill driver, (2) 20V MAX compact lithium ion battery packs, charger, and a contractor bag.

Graybosch, Eugene and Mary
$99.00

DEWALT DCG412B 20V MAX GRINDER

This DeWalt 4 1/2 (115 mm) / 5' (125 mm) Grinder Kit (Tool Only) features a DCG412 Grinding Tool, h 5" (125 mm) Type 27 Guard and 2-Position Side Handle, 5" (125 mm) x 1/4" (6 mm) Metal Grinding Wheel, perfect for that handy person in your life.

Graybosch, Eugene and Mary
$89.00

DEWALT BRUSHLESS OSCILLATING MULTI-TOOL

DeWalt Brushless Oscillating Multi-Tool (Tool Only, is a DCS355 Oscillating Multi Tool, Wood with Nails Blade, Fast- Cut Wood Blade, and comes with a Universal Accessory Adapter.

Graybosch, Eugene and Mary
$139.00

5 BABY TURTLES FRAMED PHOTO

Cute, whimsical photo of 5 turtle friends catching some rays! Autographed 11 x 14 framed photo by photographer John Karamon. One of a kind shot - perfect for a kid's room or anywhere that needs a bit of merriment added.

John Karamon
$100.00

ROSEATE SPOONBILLS 11 X 14 FRAMED PHOTO

Beautiful, colorful 11 x 14 framed autographed photo of 3 gorgeous spoonbills in their natural setting at the water's edge. Famous photographer John Karamon captures the beauty of nature, and this photograph will garner praise in and room of the house or workplace.

John Karamon
$75.00
2224  EL GALEON COLLAGE PHOTO 16X20 FRAMED
Spectacular 16x20 framed and autographed photo montage of the tall ship El Galeon - a replica of a Spanish galleon from the colonial period. A striking vessel amidst the backdrop of historic St Augustine and the iconic Bridge of Lions. This photo by famous photographer John Karamon has a maritime feel with a whole lot of Saint Augustine history included. Great addition to an office or home.

John Karamon
$100.00

2225  U.S FLAG POSTER FRAMED 24X28
God Bless America! The Stars and Stripes fly in this grand 24x28 framed, autographed photo by John Karamon. With its backdrop of trees and beautiful blue skies, it is patriotism at its best! Fabulous for an office or any room in the home!

John Karamon
$100.00

2226  DINNER AND DESSERT SET
Make dining at home fun and simple with the Bella Panini Grill. After dinner you are ready to dress up any dessert with the Cellar 18 piece mini dessert set, which includes mini martini bowls, mini shooter bowls, and spoons. A serving tray and helpful recipe cards are also included.

Buckley, Timothy and Diane
$50.00
At Salt Spa St. Augustine, we aim to provide affordable relaxation in a fast paced world with technology being our constant companion. We offer services that enhance the life of our guests by therapeutic uses of different salts. It is our mission to immerse you in a life changing effects of relaxation, peace and moment of rest. Floating (sensory reduction therapy) in a solution of Epsom salt, releases muscle and joint tension, decompresses the spine, helps relieve chronic pain, increases energy, lowers stress hormones, replenishes neurotransmitters, increases focus and releases endorphins.

Infrared full spectrum, low EMF sauna suite equipped with sound and light therapy supports detoxification, weight loss, pain relief, skin purification, lowers blood pressure, improves circulation. Sound and light that is a part of each session that energizes and uplifts emotional well being.

The amazing salt cave is built from 25,000 lbs of crystal salt. It brings the subterranean healing micro climate and respiratory therapy from the Wieliczka salt mine to St. Augustine, it promotes detoxification and relaxation. We offer a variety of massages performed by our licensed massage therapists. From relaxing Swedish to therapeutic deep tissue with optional add on services.

28 CORDOVA STREET, ST. AUGUSTINE, FL 32084 • 904-814-8641

We Are Proud To Support The SJA Spectacular Auction

Residential Real Estate
Frank Perez-Andreu
Broker Associate - Realtor®
904-501-9896 Cell & Text
100 Southpark Blvd. Suite # 201
St. Augustine, Florida 32086
frank@frankperezandreu.com
www.halleperezgroup.com

Halle Perez Group

KW Atlantic Partners
Keller Williams Realtors
2301  WHERE SAL T MEETS SOUL SURF LESSON FOR 2

Private surf lesson for two courtesy of Where Salt Meets Soul, Saint Augustine Beach.

Renfroe, Greg and Baksh, Julianne
$160.00

2302  ANASTASIA FITNESS - 3 MONTH MEMBERSHIP

Enjoy a three month membership to Anastasia Fitness. This family owned fitness center has been serving the community for decades. It offers group fitness and spin classes, exercise machines, bikes and treadmills and so much more. Enjoy the personalized, close environment, as well as the outdoor work out areas and pool.

Renfroe, Greg and Baksh, Julianne
$210.00

2303  GOLF BASKET

Look professional on the golf course with this fun golf basket. Basket includes 2 XL golf shirts (1 Presidents cup and 1 PGA tour). 2 grey/white golf towels. 2 sleeves of PGA Tour Champion logo Bridgestone golf balls. 2 golf hats from "The Players", colors are grey/white and green/white. Also 2 each of divot repair tool, golf channel bag tags and lanyards.

Leinheiser, Jason and Christy
$250.00

2304  PIT SURF SHOP

1 Week of Pit Surf Camp - Summer Surf Camp runs weekly, Monday - Thursday 9:00 am - 12:30 PM. Surf camp is an amazing experience for boys and girls of all experience levels and we guarantee you'll have a great time. Our instructors are the BEST IN THE BUSINESS. They are experienced, CPR Certified, lifelong surfers. We provide HIGH QUALITY SURFBOARDS. Healthy snacks and drinks are also provided each day. 4 to 1 Student to Instructor Ratio. Valid for scheduled 2020 Summer Surf Camps.

Field, John and Sabrina
$175.00
2305  1 MONTH UNLIMITED GROUP TRX TRAINING

St Augustine’s Official TRX Training Center and Premier Training Studio’s certificate is for one month of UNLIMITED group TRX / functional training. This is an excellent opportunity to get back into a fitness routine safely and under the guidance of certified personal trainers. Build muscle and burn fat, strengthen your core, increase endurance, improve flexibility and expand your mobility, all with the power of group fitness. All fitness levels are welcome! This certificate must be activated by May 1, 2020. It expires 1 month from date of activation. No partial months, extensions, or refunds are offered.

Maneely, Carl and Karen
$99.00

2306  TRX 5 PERSONAL YOUTH TRAINING SESSIONS

TRX Saint Augustine, St Augustine’s locally owned & official TRX premier Training Studio, and Anastasia Island’s Premier Training Space, offers (five) 30 minute youth focused personal training sessions. Each session is 1-1 with a certified performance coach and is good for all fitness levels! Sessions will be 100% customized to the young athlete or student. This certificate must be activated by May 1, 2020. It expires 1 month from date of activation. No partial months, extensions, or refunds are offered.

Maneely, Carl and Karen
$199.00

2307  30 DAYS PERSONAL TRAINING @ BURN BOOT CAMP PV

If you could change your life in 30 days, would you? Imagine yourself a leaner, stronger & happier on a mission to crush your goals. Will it be hard? No doubt! Changing your life isn’t easy, you are a warrior. Step out of your comfort zone because outside that zone is where the magic happens. Are you ready? Join Burn Boot Camp today! Based off the mindset that together we are stronger, Burn Boot Camp is a fit community of men and women dedicated to achieving a common goal. We offer unlimited 45 minute camps, personal training in a group setting, 1:1 focus meetings to address your mind set, nutrition and goal setting, complimentary child watch at select camps, an online support system and so much more! There are 10 of these packages, no excuses, your name is on one of them!

Robin Doherty
$150.00

2308  ONE MONTH FREE AT THE EXCHANGE FITNESS

Looking for a gym family focused on your individual fitness goals in a safe and effective group setting? Then you’ve found it at The Exchange Fitness, located at 6988 US1 North, Saint Augustine. This certificate is valid for one month of free fitness classes! Come join our family!

Hunt, Charles and Jennifer
$200.00
2309  JACKSONVILLE JAGUAURS ITEMS
Tailgate in style at the stadium parking lot or your own backyard! Enjoy these fun Jacksonville Jaguars themed items including a large wheeled Coleman cooler, lanyard, 2 tumblers, insulated mug, large blanket, flag, socks and wireless courtesy car door lights. Go Jaguars!

Mahalaris, Brian and Kristin
$175.00

2310  SJA LETTERMAN JACKET AND DECORATING
Surprise your student with a Saint Joseph Academy letterman jacket. You may pick out your decorations/patches to go on the jacket. Your student will wear this special, personalized, jacket with pride.

The Sports Corner
$250.00

2311  MARSH CREEK COUNTRY CLUB GOLF OUTING
Gift certificate good for four people to play 18 holes of golf at the beautiful Marsh Creek Country Club! Boasting some of the finest golf in North Florida, Marsh Creek Country Club offers an 18-hole golf course designed by former PGA touring professional, Mark McCumber. Six tee placements allow the course to deliver challenging golf to players of every skill level. With fairways that border a natural marshland, the island location is home to an abundance of birds and wildlife, from bald eagles to bobcats, and it is a place where nature and golf commune in perfect harmony.

Expires December 31, 2020
McCullough, Donald and Beth
$400.00

2312  FAMILY BOWLING PACKAGE AT ANASTASIA LANES
This certificate entitles you to one lane for two hours of unlimited bowling and shoe rental for up to six people. Gift Certificate expires on December 31, 2020. A 24 hour advance reservation is required and cosmic bowling, holidays and special events are excluded.

Anastasia Bowling Lanes
$25.00
A Pure Barre one month gift card for its convenient Ponce De Leon Blvd, Saint Augustine location classes, is your gateway to enjoying total body workouts. With classes that are both low impact and high energy, you will gain both strength and flexibility. Pure Barre looks forward to seeing you soon at a Pure Barre St. Augustine class wearing the cute Pure Barre socks included in the package. Must be redeemed by the end of July 2020.

Maneely, Carl and Karen
$179.00

Everything you need for a good workout! Keep track of your progress with a wearable fitness device - the Fitbit Ace 2. Also included - a convenient, leak proof Contigo water bottle, "on the go armband", "on the go" sport belt, an Apple ear pods lightning connector cable, a waterproof device case and a handy mobile fan to keep you cool. Have a great workout!

Donasco, Agustin and Mardy
$125.00
MAY WE NEVER FORGET THOSE WHO GAVE THEIR ALL

6 young men from SJA Class of 1943 answered the Nation's Call during WWII.

Frank Piet, Paul Lewis, William Whitney
Sacrificed Their Lives

The late COL (Retired) John J. Masters (Fateful Class of '43), miraculously survived battle, and became the grandfather of Jack Masters Tolzmann (Class of 2011) and Michael Masters Tolzmann (Class of 2020).

CONGRATULATIONS

Victoria!

We are so proud of you.

God bless you! Love always, Mom and Dad

www.movingfreight.com supports

DOMESTIC FREIGHTWAYS, INC.

ZELLANOVA

1690 US 1 South, Suite B | Salon: (904) 819.0130
St. Augustine, FL 32084 | Fax: (904) 819.0170

New guests will receive $10 off first visit.
Mention this ad when booking appointment.

www.salonzellanova.com
3101  DINNER FOR FOUR AT PF CHANGS

The P. F. Chang's experience is a unique combination of Chinese cuisine, attentive service, wine, and tempting desserts all served in a stylish, high-energy bistro. At P.F. Chang's we are committed to providing our guests with an exceptional dining experience every time they walk through our doors. Whether creating custom sauces table side, guiding guests through the menu or suggesting dishes to enhance your meal, our friendly, knowledgeable service staff and attention to detail are a winning combination.

Stisser, Paul and Kari
$100.00

3102  CHILI"S RESTAURANT GIFT CARD

What are you craving for dinner tonight? This $50 gift card gives you several options to satisfy your taste buds! It can be redeemed at Chili's, Maggiano's Little Italy, Romano's Macaroni Grill, or On the Border Mexican Grill & Cantina.

Anthony and Danielle Vrban
$50.00

3103  THE CHEESECAKE FACTORY GIFT CARD

Enjoy casual dining with family or friends with this $100 gift card to The Cheesecake Factory! The Cheesecake factory is a chain restaurant offering sizeable portions from a vast menu and of course including their signature cheesecake. With a nearby location at the St John Town Center, this gift certificate is sure to be used and enjoyed soon.

Valerie Lepp
$100.00

3104  THE RAINTREE GIFT CARD

Enjoy Uptown casual dining in a historic building with this gift card to the Raintree Restaurant. While anytime is a perfect time to enjoy the Raintree's extensive menu, full bar and wine offerings, the Sunday Brunch or dinner before catching a show at the Limelight Community Theatre next door are ideas worth considering. This $50.00 gift card will provide not only a meal but an experience. Enjoy!The Gift Card expires 2024.

Richard and Catherine Webb
$50.00
Looking for Sunday brunch in an elegant setting with live music? Casa Monica’s signature restaurant, Costa Brava, is the place to be, where Sunday brunch is a combination of formal and playfully delish. Dress up or don't dress up but come prepared for the best brunch around.

Begin your leisurely brunch at the extensive charcuterie table, but save an appetite for Costa Brava’s signature paella, raw bar, shrimp, mussels, oysters too. King Crab Legs are often on the seasonal brunch menu. Partake of the personalized waffle and omelet stations, Chef Fred’s carving station, roasted vegetables, salads, and deviled eggs extraordinaire. The dessert bar is replete with chocolate mousse, key lime bites and so much more. Servers keep the mimosa flutes full and provide five-star service. A special brunch for two awaits your arrival. The Sunday Brunch for two certificate expires March 1, 2021.

Kelly Weisbecker
$50.00

Treat yourself with this gift card. Enjoy the restaurant's fresh ideas about eating and living well. Food that you can really feel good about!

Anthony and Danielle Vrban
$50.00

Experience a "Taste of New Orleans" at Harry's. Harry's Seafood Bar and Grille is known for good food and good times - as well as a chance to experience the flavor of New Orleans! Enclosed are two $50.00 gift cards for $100.00 of dining pleasure.

Gregg and Ginel McCaw
$100.00

Enjoy this $50.00 gift card and enjoy lunch or dinner in a lively and family-friendly environment with the tasty Italian fare of pastas, salad, and breadsticks.

Rogers, Julian and Connie
$50.00
3109  ENJOY AN INTIMATE MEAL AT THE RAINTREE

Use your $50.00 gift card to dine at The Raintree, an intimate atmosphere in a historic setting. Enjoy your meal inside a restored St. Augustine 1879 colonial Victorian home in it's quaint Florida courtyard. We offer an international menu blending Mediterranean, American, pasta, steak and seafood. Offering a full bar and an award winning spectacular wine list. Top off your experience with our decadent dessert bar, consistently reviewed as the best in St. Augustine.

Raintree Restaurant
$50.00

3110  ECLECTIC MEAL AT SALT LIFE $75.00 GIFT CARD

Salt Life Food Shack offers a carefully crafted eclectic menu to cater to every taste taste and personality. Enjoy your meal in a beautiful setting indoors or outdoors. Our casual yet trendy open-air space will accommodate all types from the avid sea person to land lovers looking for a taste of the salt life! So bask in the life and pull up a stool. You are all set with this $100.00 gift card to "Eat. Drink. And be salty!"

Salt Life Food Shack
$75.00

3111  DINNER AT SALT LIFE FOOD SHACK

Salt Life Food Shack provides perfect locale for beach goers to enjoy great dishes, cool drinks and the opportunity to catch up with family and friends. It offers a carefully crafted eclectic menu to cater to the tastes and personalities. Eat, drink and above all be salty.

Trzaska, Greg and Joanna
$100.00

3112  RUTH'S CHRIS STEAK HOUSE DINNER

A $75.00 Gift certificate for Ruth's Chris- a restaurant famously known for serving USDA prime steaks seared at 1800 degrees F and served on ceramic plates heated to 500 degree F with half an ounce of butter.

Maria O'Donnell
$75.00

3113  ALL THE FAVORITES AT DARDEN RESTAURANTS

$50.00 Darden Restaurant gift card lets you chose from six different restaurants: Olive Garden, Longhorn Steakhouse, Cheddar's, Yardhouse, Bahama Breeze and Seasons 52.

Mello, Brian and Susan
$50.00
3114  DINE AT THE DARDEN OF YOUR CHOICE
A $50.00 gift card to a Darden Restaurant of your choice. Chose from Oliver Garden, Longhorn Steak House, Cheddar's, YardHouse, Bahama Breeze or Seasons Fresh Grill.

Welch, Patrick and Angelica
$50.00

3115  AN AUSSIE EXPERIENCE AT THE KOOKABURRA
A $50.00 gift card transports you to an American - Aussie expresso bar and pie shop that specializes in expertly roasted coffees, espresso, and specialty lattes. With five locations in the St. Augustine/St. Augustine Beach area, using this gift card is convenient and simple.

Maynard, James and Michele
$50.00

3116  CANTINA LOUIE MEXICAN STREET FOOD
A $50.00 gift card is perfect for Cantina Louie, a fun, affordable Mexican Cantina serving authentic Mexican Street Food and specialty cocktails. Locations include St Augustine, Ponte Vedra Beach, Fernandina Beach, Jacksonville (Southside), and Atlantic Beach. Enjoy in Saint Augustine or on a day trip nearby!

Maynard, James and Michele
$50.00

3117  MELLOW MUSHROOM PIZZA BAKERS
A fun filled family restaurant meets sports bar. Use your $50.00 gift card and enjoy wonderful pizzas, salads and delicious appetizers. Happy Hour is every day from 3pm - 6pm offering two for one beer, wines and cocktails.

Maynard, James and Michele
$50.00

3118  BLOOMIN' BRANDS INC. DINING CARD (CARRABA'S)
Make every day delicious! Enjoy your Bloomin' Brands $40.00 dining card at Outback, Bonefish Grill, Carraba's Italian Grill or Fleming's. A variety of dining options to suit whatever you may be in the mood to eat! Gratuity, taxes and alcoholic beverages not included. Expires 6/1/2020

Carraba's Italian Grill
$40.00
3119 METRO Diner Gift Certificates
Metro Diner is known for its comfort food with a flair. Enjoy breakfast, lunch, or dinner with these two $25.00 gift certificates.

Metro Diner
$50.00

3120 Texas Roadhouse $50.00 Gift Card
Texas Roadhouse is a legendary steak restaurant serving American Cuisine from the best steaks and ribs to fresh-baked bread and made-from-scratch sides.

Rumph, Steven and Tara
$50.00

3121 Japanese and Thai Cuisine at Kawa Sushi
Kawa Sushi in Palm Coast offers flavorful, well prepared eats, delicious drinks and tasty desserts. Parent, bring your kids along to this restaurant where you'll find a family-friendly menu. Try something new or enjoy a favorite dish with this $50.00 gift card!

Mucha, Jerzy and Anna
$50.00

3122 Texas Roadhouse Night
This collection includes two $30 gift certificates to enjoy an evening and hearty meal at the Texas Roadhouse! Serving legendary, hand crafted American cuisine from the best steaks and ribs to made-from-scratch sides and fresh baked rolls. If you are so inclined wash it all down with an ice cold beer or a legendary margarita! Also included with this certificate are two Texas Roadhouse special seasonings for ribs and sirloins, a koozie and a convenient Texas Roadhouse bag to carry it all home!

Texas Roadhouse
$80.00

3123 Panera Bread $50.00 Gift Card
Panera Bread believes that good clean food, food you can feel good about, brings out the best in all of us. Enjoy your meal in a warm, welcoming fast-casual bakery-cafe. Serving clean food without the artificial preservatives, sweeteners, flavors or colors from artificial sources. Panera is always finding new ways to maker every soup, salad, sandwich and sweet bakery treat you eat at Panera the best (and cleanest) it can be!

Springer, Fred and Lisa
$50.00
Dine around St. Augustine and Palm Coast using gift cards with a total value of $150.00. Enjoy breakfast at the award winning Metro Diner and lunch at the ever popular Chicken Salad Chick. Then enjoy some appetizers at the famous A1A Ale Works or have a glass of wine at the San Sebastian Winery. Finish off your evening with dinner at Salt Life Food Shack and a walk on the beach!

Vaccaro, Fran
$150.00

SANGRIAS WINE & TAPAS BAR $100 GIFT CARD
A $100 gift certificate to Sangrias Wine and Tapas Bar, 35 Hypolita Street. Come and enjoy the signature sangria, red or white, with choice tapas. There is often live music and always people-watching opportunities. Seating is available on their outdoor balcony that overlooks the activity of Saint George St. below and promotes an old Spanish Quarter state of mind. Each certificate is for one sitting only, is valid for one year, and does not include tip.

Fox, Joseph and Lea
$100.00

RED LOBSTER $50 GIFT CERTIFICATE
Discover Red Lobster seafood! Lovely chain restaurant serving American seafood and more. Enjoy seafood you love from the comfort of your home when you order online or pickup.

Hagan, Ed and Beth
$50.00

CALIFORNIA PIZZA KITCHEN $50.00 GIFT CARD
California Pizza Kitchen is a casual dining restaurant chain that specializes in California style pizza and is known for its innovative and nontraditional pizzas.

Fetyko, Ed and Joseli
$50.00

TEXAS ROADHOUSE $50.00 GIFT CARD
Texas Roadhouse is a legendary steak restaurant serving American Cuisine from the best steaks and ribs to fresh-baked bread and made-from-scratch sides.

Hagan, Ed and Beth
$50.00
Creative dining and catering at its finest is the goal of the Purple Live Restaurant. Come in and enjoy a varied menu that is limited only by your imagination when you "build your own plate". Whether dining in, getting carry out or having your event catered, be assured everything will exceed your expectations.

LeShane, Geoff and Heather

$50.00

$50 gift certificate to Gas Full Service Restaurant, one of St. Augustine’s favorites! Delicious food made from scratch daily from fresh, local and seasonal goods. With a menu that aims to have something for everyone we serve classic comfort food elevated to something new with a creative twist and superior ingredients.

Conlon, Henry and Melinda

$50.00

The Back 40! If you are looking for a unique blend of the Tex-Mex, Vegetarian and Caribbean taste in one multi cuisine restaurant, you are going to be very happy! Recognized as a gem that sits in the heart of St. Augustine. The Back 40 Urban Cafe serves tasty authentic dishes that puts a smile on everyone's face. There is also a Back 40 in Fruit Cove Florida.

LeShane, Geoff and Heather

$50.00

Uncaged is a dining experience!! Located on A1A in Flagler County. Come by boat or car and enjoy both indoor and outdoor (waterfront) dining using your $50.00 gift card. We offer sushi, seafood, chicken, beef, vegan/vegetarian choices. We have an expansive drink menu - wine, beer, spirits and sake. Shop in our gourmet food and seafood market. Enjoy live music while you dine!

Walsh, Edward and Cathy

$50.00

YAMATO- Japanese Steak House & Sushi Bar in St. Augustine. Use your $50.00 gift card at this beautiful family friendly Asian restaurant with joyful live cooking entertainment and a cooking show presented by the chefs themselves! You will be able to watch your dinner being cooked right in front of you at the cooking grill station. Great tasty food, lots of great food choices, large quantities, and a great atmosphere.

Katarzyna Sikora

50.00
3134  SCHOONER'S SEAFOOD HOUSE $100.00 GIFT CARD

Enjoy a fabulous dinner at Schooner's Seafood House! Celebrating 25 years as one of St. Augustine's favorite places for great seafood. Home of award winning Minorcan clam chowder, fried shrimp, catch of the day and daily, nightly and early bird specials!

$100.00

3135  J.T.'S SEAFOOD SHACK $50.00 GIFT CARD

J.T.'s Seafood Shack, located at 5224 N. Ocean Shore Blvd, Palm Coast, is a low-key, tin-roofed dining spot treasure that dishes out Southern accented seafood and provides weekend live music in funky digs.

LOPEZ CORIANO, CARLOS AND SUSAN

$50.00
KGKD PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
AFFORDABLE APARTMENT LIVING
in beautiful St. Augustine
THE DIVICO FAMILY

VILLA APARTMENTS, LLC
RELAXED BEACH LIVING IN FLAGLER BEACH, FL

Greg + Karen DiVico
904.553.6723
villaaptsfb@gmail.com
3201  FLAGLER COLLEGE MEN'S BASKET

When the occasion calls for it, combine professionalism with Flagler College pride. This classic Flagler College accessories trio will enhance any occasion. The emblematic Flagler College Legacy silk tie (made in England and part of the Rah-Rah Collection) will match any suit color. The Flagler logo bearing pen and pencil set made of carbon fiber is both elegant and practical. Add in a versatile vacuum copper (20 oz.), BPA free, silver Flagler logo tumbler that keeps drinks hot for 12 hours and cold for 24 hours and your attire is professional and confidence enhancing. The perfect gift for a recent graduate facing job interviews, proud alumni, or simply anyone with Flagler College Spirit. Nothing says "Go Saints" better than this ensemble.

Mark and Elizabeth Tolzmann
$100.00

3202  VERA BRADLEY BACKPACK AND LUNCH BAG

This vibrant Vera Bradley "Butterfly Design" backpack and lunch bag ensemble is perfect for work, school, or play. The backpack will hold a laptop and features one exterior zip pocket and two side slip pockets. Toss in your matching Vera Bradley "Butterfly Design" lunch cooler with its wipeable PEVA lining, mesh interior pocket, and easy zip enclosure, and away you go!

Eddie and Michelle O'Halloran
$155.00

3203  BATH AND BODY WORKS & SILVER JEWELRY

Enjoy a leisurely bubble bath or shower with these indulgent goodies! This basket in "A Thousand Wishes" fragrance includes shower gel, bath bomb fizzy, scented body spray, shea butter and coconut oil body lotion, and a super cute pink flamingo sponge! Dress up with a silver necklace, earrings and bracelet as part of this great gift!

Tillis, Anthony and Laura & August, Gregory and Pamela
$130.00
3204 LILLY PULITZER BASKET TRIO

Touches of Lilly Pulitzer in this basket trio will take you through the day with aplomb and style. Stay organized with the chic Lilly Pulitzer gold agenda folio with a soft pink faux suede interior featuring pen and card holders. Perfect for both work and leisure it will complement the accompanying acrylic hi-ball glasses featuring a coastal Costa Verde pattern (set of two). With clutch and drinks in hand, prepare to lounge by the pool resting upon a distinctive blue beachy pattern indoor/outdoor pillow (20"w x 12"h). Distinctive Lilly Pulitzer pom poms fringe this weather resistant 100% polyester pillow sure to be enjoyed for years to come. This trio is perfect for a gift, if you can part with it yourself.

O'Halloran, Eddie and Michelle
$100.00

3205 CROSSRIDGE PEAK CALIFORNIA COLLECTION WINE

Five wines from Crossridge Peak Winery and an abundance of gourmet food overflow from this special gift basket. Cabernet with dark fruit and toasty vanilla flavors, tropical chardonnay, jammy zinfandel, smooth merlot, and pinot grigio with honeydew melon, and lemon and orange notes are paired with enough food to please the whole crowd. Everything from salami, crackers, cheese spread, cookies, a large assortment of chocolate and more is included so everyone will find a wine and food pairing they enjoy. The gift size: 20" x 11" x 14".

Friends of SJA
$135.00

3206 COLLEGE BOUND GIFT BASKET

This college bound basket will give your student a start in getting their dorm room together. Laundry basket, laundry bag, Tide Pods, Bounce, pillows, twin XL sheets, Keurig (K-Mini), K-cups and a $25 Amazon Gift Card.

Webb, Mary
$200.00

3207 MOVIE NIGHT GIFT BASKET

Zippy Nonstick Popcorn Maker, Williams Sonoma Diamond Popcorn Serving Bowl, Williams Sonoma Popcorn Sampler, Spiderman DVD, 3 Boxes of movie Theater Candy, 4 Epic Theater Gift Cards (total value $42.00).

Webb, Mary
$150.00

3208 WINE AND NUT BASKET FROM THE PECAN OUTLET

Wicker basket with a bottle of Blueberry Blue Blueberry Wine, Island Raspberry Wine, and Hurricane Class 5 Tropical Sangria. Includes as well Oak Creek Farms Gator Jam and Frog Jam (1 jar each), one bag Butter Toffee Pecans, Dark Chocolate Pecans, White Chocolate Pecans, Milk Chocolate Pecans and Honey Toaster Pecans.

Huish, Kevin and DeBolle, Maureen
$115.00
**3209 CAR CARE BASKET**

This car care bucket will keep your car looking brand new! Give your car TLC with included Armor All products including wash+way, wheel+tire cleaner, leather care, tire foam, and original protectant spray. Use the Microfiber sponge, towels, dip+ wash for an extra gentle touch to the exterior. Your windows will sparkle with Windex, and the inside carpet+ upholstery cleaner will make your car feel brand new. Air fresheners will keep your car smelling fresh, and it is all there for you, in this handy car care bucket.

Criscuolo, Thomas and Jennifer

$75.00

**3210 BASKET OF GOODIES**

If you love sweets this basket is for you! This delicious Basket of Goodies include: Trader Joe's Chocolate Brownies, soft & juicy Mango Dried Fruit, Tajin Classic Chili and Lime seasoning for seasoning fruit if you like, Candied Ginger Dried Fruit, Lemon Ginger Herb Plus Probiotic tea bags, chocolate chip cookies, chocolate coins, truffles, Godiva Dark Chocolate, Ferrero Rocher and Himalayan Pink Salt.

Masters, Therese

$50.00

**3211 IT'S A GIRL !**

This baby girl shower gift basket is a perfect gift for expecting parents of a new baby girl. Thoughtfully put together with essentials for your newborn this basket includes baby bottles, bottle brush and drying rack. Onesies, baby booties, baby hats and a pack of receiving blankets. To dress her up and keep her warm, hand-Crocheted bonnet with matching booties and a one of a kind crocheted blanket. A milestone blanket will chronicle Baby's first year. A frame for her first hand and foot prints. Also, diapers, wipes and diaper bag to carry all your baby items.

Carres, Timothy and Tiffany

150.00

**3212 BUDWEISER BUCKET**

If you love spending evenings watching sports with your friends or maybe you would love a nice addition to your bar this basket is for you! This basket includes plenty of the famous tried and true Budweiser beer! "The King of beer" unique, awesome basket also includes: 2 Budweiser pint glasses, 2 Budweiser coasters, 2 Snyder's pretzels pieces and Kettle crispy and salty chips.

DiVico, Greg and Karen

$50.00
Testing...Testing...ACT...SAT

Here's everything to help the student in your life prepare for the SAT and/or ACT: Official SAT and ACT study guides, SAT vocabulary flash cards, ACT flash cards for all subject areas, a test approved calculator, and No 2 pencils. A mug waiting to be filled with caffeinated fuel for exam cram sessions is also included!

In honor of Kathy Kerins by Ed & Beth Hagan

FAMILY GAME NIGHT

Welcome to Game Night! Time to put away the cell phones, social media, and other electronic distractions. Pop the corn and bust out the old school games- Jenga, Head Hackers, Don't Rock the Boat, Sorry, Box of Lies, Family Feud, and Uno. Take on the challenge of Rubik's Cube! Enjoy time together and make some memories with your family.

Maneely, Carl and Karen

VERA BRADLEY BEACH BAG

Enjoy a day at the beach with this cute and waterproof VERA BRADLEY beach bag. Sunscreen, water bottle, beach towel and waterproof speaker and frisbee included for a day of fun in the sun!!

Springer, Fred and Lisa

LOVELY LAVENDER BATH ESSENTIALS

Soak your cares away with the calming scent of Lavender. This lovely lavender bath essentials set has all that is needed- scented shower gel 6.75 fl.oz, cream bath 6.75 fl.oz, and 3.5oz bath salts.

Friends of SJA

FARMHOUSE STYLE CHRISTMAS BASKET

If you love the farmhouse style you will appreciate the rustic theme of trees, ornaments, wine, two boxes of decorative matches, and miniature Christmas trees. Ready to be arranged to add a touch of nature to your Christmas décor. Simplicity at its finest with an accompanying rustic wire basket.

Fields, Robert and Amy
3218  COLLEGE DORM KITCHEN STATION

A great start to a dorm kitchen. Nostalgia BSET100BC Retro 3-in-1 Breakfast Station Coffeemaker that brews four cups of coffee, Griddle, and Toaster Oven. This basket also contains a stainless steel travel mug, a 5-ingredient college cookbook, mini crock pot, glove mitt, scrubber dishcloth, k mini double spatula, mini wire basket, kitchen towel and Starbucks Morning Joe Coffee.

Nancy Thomas
$129.00

3219  FANTASTIC FLAMINGO BASKET

Hang out at the pool with your friends and catch some rays on this Giant 7 ft Pink Flamingo inflatable!! Also included in the basket is a fun colorful round beach towel, super cool heart-shaped sunglasses, healthy glow suntan lotion and 4 Tervis 8oz Green tumblers!! Use the $25 Visa gift card to treat everyone to ice cream at the end of a fun day at the pool!!

Friends of SJA
$85.00

3220  RELAXING BEACH NIGHT

Kick off the summer with a relaxing night on the beach. Grab your bag, 2 steamless, insulated wine cups, electric wine opener, Lingua Foanca Pinot Noir and Meiani Pinot Noir.. .let the summer begin.

LaGassa, David and Debra
$120.00

3221  SEE JANE WORK OFFICE SUPPLIES

See Jane Work, the destination for office style and organization. See Jane Work products are available online and at Office Depot and Office Max stores nationwide. See Jane Work is more than just a place to buy cool office supplies, it's become a lifestyle brand for working people who want to live their very best life, each and every day. These products and tips will help you express your individuality, have fun and be more efficient, so the process of achieving your goals will be as enjoyable as completing them. This basket contains functional and beautiful office supply goodies. Letter opener, pen and clip storage, magnets, file folders, notebook and more!

Stojanovic, Deyan and Beth
$100.00
A SPOT OF TEA

Always time for tea! Enjoy this filled to the brim basket which includes an attractive infuser teapot with bamboo coasters and tray, set of four Punpun double-walled glass teacups, set of three Floursack tea towels, a one-pound tub of Canadian raw honey with cute honey dipper, traditional Biscotti tea time Scottish shortbread cookies, two boxes of Tazo teabags (Organic Chai and Tumeric Bliss), and two packages of Loose Harts of America teas (grown in the U.S.) in Lavender Chamomile Mint and Sleepynight. All nestled in a sturdy, handwoven serving style tray/basket. Ahhhh, relax...

Harding, Thomas and Tambrie

$100.00

ANCIENT CITY BREWING GIFT BASKET

Looking for a locally brewed beer? Look no further - This basket includes one 64 oz. Growler with a free 64 oz fill of Ancient City Brewing Craft Beer, two pint glasses w/koozies, and a sticker. Ancient City Brewing has been perfecting their craft in Saint Augustine since 2014 with two locations, and is sure to have a flavorful brew to match any taste. Preview their selections at www.ancientcitybrewing.com (Our Beers)

Ancient City Brewery

$60.00

GUARDIAN OF THE GARDEN

Spring has arrived! The "Guardian of the Garden" Basket has everything you need to get your garden blooming. This turquoise blue gardening tub comes with matching turquoise gardening tools: 9 small and large pruning shears, trowel and cultivator), 4 flower grow kits (lavender, viola, coleus, and hypoestes), 2 watering globes, gardening gloves, apron, knee pad, mosquito zapper, solar glass bulb light with clip, bag of Epsom salts, and a bottle of liquid soap. Whether you are already an avid gardener or you want to try a new hobby, this basket is for you.

Pazos, Aida and Felipe

$200.00

AMERICA'S FIRST SHRINE

Bring Mission Nombre de Dios with you! This basket embodies the spirit of the national Shrine of Our Lady of La Leche. This basket includes: a statue of Our Lady of La Leche, a statue of Fr Lopez and the Great cross, a book on the history of the Mission, a prayer card and an auto rosary and a votive candle set complete with the shield of Our Lady Nuestra Senora, Ruega Por Nosotros! Our Lady Pray for us!

Our Lady Of La Leche National Shrine

$105.00
3226 BABY BOY BATHCARE AND BATHTUB ESSENTIALS

Baby tub filled with a Johnson and Johnson wash set, hooded towel, outfits, and household safety products. Perfect for a baby shower with outfits as well. Includes a 4 package of bibs, Carter's newborn outfit, Carter's 3M outfit, two 6 to 9M footed onesies, eight clothes hangers, a Dreft spot eraser pen, and baby wipes. All held in a small round polka dotted fabric storage basket with one super soft grey elephant rattle taggy designed to make a baby smile.

Valickis, Robert and Elizabeth
$125.00

3227 BABY GIRL BATHCARE AND BATHTUB ESSENTIALS

Perfect for a Baby Girl- A baby tub filled with a Johnson and Johnson wash set and hooded towel, house safety and baby items, Dreft spot eraser pen, baby wipes, a 4 package of bibs, Carter's wear (1 newborn outfit, 1 Carter's 3M outfit, 2 Jack& Cat 6 to 9M footed onesies), and 8 clothes hangers. All ready for a precious baby girl, and includes a small round polka-dotted storage basket, and 1 white furry baby rattle sure to amuse even the grumpiest little one.

Valickis, Robert and Elizabeth
$125.00

3228 CAR CARE BASKET

Give your car a shine with this extensive car care kit. Orange Armor All Wash container filled with eight detailing products for interior and exterior, plus ultra shine wash wipes and wax wipes. The basket also includes grease police magic degreaser, invisible glass cleaner with glass cloths and a cloth towel dry pack. Keep your car organized on the inside with a turtle wax single square cargo bin and a Turtle Wax 3 bin trunk organizer.

Valickis, Robert and Elizabeth
$100.00

3229 PETERBROOKE DECADENT MILK CHOCOLATES

This delicious Peterbrooke basket features milk chocolate Nutter Butters, solid milk chocolate starfish, milk chocolate covered Oreos, milk chocolate dipped pretzels, milk chocolate covered Grahams, and milk chocolate popcorn bars. All individually wrapped and ready to enjoy!

Ortega, Jorge and Eileen
$50.00

3230 PETERBROOKE MILK CHOCOLATE COLLECTION

Bless your chocolate-lovin' heart! Indulge in these milk chocolate goodies which include: milk chocolate covered Oreos, milk chocolate dipped pretzels, milk chocolate Grahams, solid milk chocolate starfish shaped, milk chocolate Nutter Butters and milk chocolate popcorn bars! Heavenly!

Ortega, Jorge and Eileen
$50.00
3231 BEACHES AT VILANO/BEACHES MARINA BASKET

Enjoy St. Augustine's Caribbean Connection! Includes a $50 gift card for fantastic food and spectacular cocktails on the water at Beaches of Vilano! More goodies including a colorful Beaches logo beach towel, a Beaches insulated stainless steel water bottle, a double-walled acrylic Beaches tumbler, a fun tropical Madi Rum SNAPBACK hat, a famous Madi Rum rum cake and Beaches Marina long sleeve, cool blue drift shirt!

Marcantonio, Lou and Erika
$150.00

3232 WINE TIME

Enjoy 2 bottles of premium wines by Robert Mondavi Private Selection Chardonnay, 2 bottles of Josh Cellars Chardonnay, 2 bottles of Secateurs Chenin Blanc, and 4 bottles of Michael David Chardonnay. Included with this selection of wines is a meat and cheese collection with a bamboo cutting board for your enjoyment!

Jackson, Matt and Toni
$200.00

3233 CALLING ALL ANGELS - WINE & MUSIC WITH TRAIN

"Hey soul sister", this is a great basket of tunes, wine and relaxation. Enjoy four bottles of wine created by the lead singer of Train, Pat Monahan and winemaker James Foster, who is also the winemaker behind many well-known wines from The Wine Group, including Cupcake Vineyards & Stave & Steel. Enjoy a glass of "Drops of Jupiter" 2017 Sauvignon Blanc while you "Play that Song" from the Train Greatest Hits CD (also included). Two bottles of "Save Me, San Francisco" - 2018 Pinot Noir and 2016 California Red Wine. Lastly, listen to "Marry Me" while you enjoy the "Drops of Jupiter" 2016 Cabernet Sauvignon.

Orth, Carl and Kimberly
$125.00

3234 GATOR BASKET

Get Your Game On!! This basket includes Bluetooth wireless headphones, 2 Gator coffee travel mugs, 2 Gator Game Day Can Koolies, a Gator hat and a large Florida Gator t-shirt.

Patel, Talesh and Kishna
$150.00

3235 THE PERFECT PAIR

It's the Perfect Pairing: Nine Boxes of Assorted Girl Scout Cookies paired with two bottles of wine to complement. Thin Mints and Samoas pair perfectly with Francis Coppola Diamond Collection Pinot Noir 2016. It is a little known fact that Tagalongs and Dosidos are best enjoyed with either milk or perhaps even better, with the enclosed bottle of Francis Coppola Diamond Collection 2016 Black Label Claret Cabernet Sauvignon. Enjoy this basket of Girl Scout cookies paired with delicious wine, all contained in a handy travel basket for your enjoyment.

Hill, Jason and Lori
$100.00
Services provided:

- Tri-County Veterinarians, Elkton
- Small animal preventative medicine
- General and orthopedic surgery
- Full Service ICU services
- Boarding and Grooming

Proud Parents of Luke and Gabe Springer

(904) 692 - 4200
Your future. Our focus.

David G. Hanvey
First Vice President
904-280-6057
david.hanvey@ubs.com

Lacey J. Conner
Vice President
904-280-6058
lacey.conner@ubs.com

The Hanvey Conner Group
UBS Financial Services Inc.
816 Highway A1A North
Ponte Vedra, FL 32082
904-280-0100
800-280-3038

FIELD OF DREAMS
If we build it they will come
WWW.FODBASEBALL.COM

Field of Dreams is a specially designed baseball field built for children with intellectual or physical disabilities, and gives them the opportunity to play baseball. To wear a uniform and play as a member of a team.
4101  RUTH CHRIS STEAKHOUSE $50.00 GIFT CARD

First time visiting Ruth’s Chris? Whether you’re celebrating one of life’s special moments or looking to treat yourself on a weeknight, we’re ready to serve you. Our founder Ruth believed the steak house experience shouldn’t be intimidating. We love welcoming guests for the first time to share the tradition of fine hospitality with food served on 500-degree plates. At Ruth's Chris, your last bite is just as good as your first. Our perfected broiling method and seasoning techniques ensure each cut of USDA Prime beef we serve arrives cooked to perfection and sizzling!

Griggs, David and Angela
$50.00

4102  MCFLAMINGO IS FOR REAL FOOD $25.00 GIFT CARD

McFlamingo is a funny name, we know. Mc comes from a family name and Flamingo from the bird that is the epitome of "you are what you eat." Long, lean, graceful, and pink from all the shrimp that they eat. McFlamingo's Restaurant at Ponte Vedra Beach is on a mission is to create a dining experience in which vegetables are an indulgence and are served in a delicious and hearty way. We create an environment in which our guests feel good about themselves for making a good decision to eat good food that is good for their bodies, good for the community, and good for the environment. McFlamingo is for real food.

Palmieri, Sal and Angi
$25.00

4103  METRO DINER $50 GIFT CARD

Enjoy a meal at the Metro Diner! Whether you’re craving the classics, or ready to discover a new crave worthy favorite, Metro Diner is the place you want to be. We’re serving up big, bold, innovative meals all day, every day, for breakfast, lunch and dinner. All in a relaxed environment where you can be you – just with a bigger, more satisfied smile on your face. Bonus it is near SJA!

David Cano
$50.00

4104  DIANE’S NATURAL MARKET $50 GIFT CARD

Diane's offers pure and natural foods and products in their 7800 square foot market. Natural grocery items, supplements and health and beauty items for purchase or spend your gift card in the Natural Market Cafe.

Maynard, James and Michele
$50.00
4105  LA PIAZZA CAFE RESTAURANT GIFT CARD

Enjoy this $50 gift card for dinner in Palm Coast at the La Piazza Cafe. Located in the European Village, the Italian restaurant is family-owned and operated and recognized for upscale dining and service.

The Finelli Family
$50.00

4106  CANOPY ROAD CAFE COMFORT FOOD

This $50.00 Gift Certificate for Canopy Road Cafe, 12525 Phillips Highway (Bayard Shopping center South Jacksonville) introduces the bearer to a special meeting spot that thousands drive by every day without noticing. With a down home feel, and menu serving traditional breakfast and lunch dining with some fun and innovative twists, the Canopy Road Cafe is unique. Their tried and true comfort foods and homey setting pay tribute to the American Diner from days of yore. The atmosphere encourages conversation and lingering, so make time and enjoy.

The Bleau Family
$50.00

4107  MOJO’S TACOS $50 GIFT CARD

Enjoy double decker tacos, fish tacos and vegan tacos with a $50 gift card to Mojo’s Tacos in St. Augustine.

The Fields Family
$50.00

4108  BLACK MOLLY GIFT CARD

The Black Molly Grill, St. Augustine’s freshest spot for great steaks and fresh local seafood! Locals and visitors alike enjoy the casual fun ambiance of the Black Molly. With several signature drinks and several specialty dishes featuring only the freshest local seafood and great steaks, The Black Molly Grill is a hit for the entire family! The Black Molly Grill, a family-style, full-service restaurant specializing in seafood, steaks, chops and chicken, is in the Cobblestone Village Shopping Center on State Road 312 in St. Augustine.

Fields, Robert and Amy
$50.00

4109  BLOOMIN BRANDS $100 GIFT CARD

Whatever you are craving for dinner, this Bloomin Brands gift card will be just the thing for you! Redeem at Outback Steakhouse, Carrabba’s Italian Grill, Bonefish Grill or Fleming's Prime Steakhouse and Wine Bar.

Lawrence, Matt and Elizabeth
$100.00
4110  CHICK-FIL-A $50 GIFT CARD
Always a favorite, Chick-fil-A offers family friendly dining for breakfast, lunch or dinner.  
Stocks, Glenn and Glenys  
$50.00

4111  ATHENA'S OR GEORGE'S $50 GIFT CERTIFICATE
Enjoy a meal at Athena Restaurant or Georgie’s Diner! Athena Greek Restaurant is St. Augustine's premiere Greek restaurant serving breakfast, lunch & dinner. The restaurant is located in the heart of the historic district of St. Augustine and faces the Plaza. Georgie’s Diner features authentic Greek dishes cooked to culinary perfection, exceptional service, and a 1960s nostalgic atmosphere. You’ll enjoy a casual, clean-cut dining experience with an award winning restaurant that includes Best of St. AUGUSTINE.  
$50.00

4112  CREATIVE JUICES NATURAL CAFE $50 GIFT CARD
Conveniently nestled in the heart of Anastasia Island, in St. Augustine, Florida, Creative Juices Natural Café offers a wide variety of tasty nutritious trends all locally sourced. Our healthy dishes, sure to tantalize your taste buds, include: classic juice options, smoothies, acai bowls, salads, wraps and more. Creative Juices Natural Café…Stay Rooted.  
Fields, Robert and Amy  
$50.00

4113  COASTAL WINE MARKET & TASTING ROOM
$50.00 gift certificate for the Coastal Wine Market and Tasting Room located at 641 Crosswater Parkway, Ponte Vedra Beach. Coastal Wine Market seamlessly blends a wine and beer shopping experience with the comfort and relaxing atmosphere of a wine bar.  
Kelly McClintock  
$50.00

4114  WORLD FAMOUS OASIS RESTAURANT
Enjoy these five $10 gift certificates for breakfast, lunch, or dinner. Dine in the restaurant, sit at the counter or enjoy the upstairs at the World Famous Oasis Restaurant. You may use one $10 certificate per visit. All certificates expire on March 1, 2021.  
Oasis Restaurant  
$50.00

4115  WORLD FAMOUS OASIS RESTAURANT
Enjoy these four $10 gift certificates for breakfast, lunch, or dinner. Dine in the restaurant, sit at the counter or enjoy the upstairs at the World Famous Oasis Restaurant. You may only use one $10 certificate per visit, and all certificates expire on 3/1/2021  
Oasis Restaurant  
$40.00
4116  CAFE DEL HIDALGO

A $25 gift certificate to Cafe Del Hidalgo. Well known for its coffee & gelato, this relaxed spot also features panini, salads, smoothies, and many other delicious offerings to enjoy.

Janeczko, John and Kosakowska, Beata

$25.00

4117  PIZZALLEY’S ON ST. GEORGE $50 GIFT CARD

Pizzalley's is located on Saint George Street and is justifiably proud of its extensive Italian menu, with pizza dough that is freshly made on premises. With many cheeses from the mother country grated on site from blocks, and the restaurant's use of fresh herbs and vegetables largely obtained from local growers, a wonderful dining experience awaits your arrival! There are 5 of these

Pizzalley's LLC

$50.00

4118  MILLTOP TAVERN $40.00 GIFT CARD

The renowned Milltop Tavern and listening room is located in the heart of Saint Augustine. With its Matanzas River views, great food and drinks, and live music, it is a a long-standing draw for locals and tourists alike who appreciate live music in a laid-back atmosphere.

Milltop Tavern

$40.00

4119  OC WHITES

O.C. Whites Seafood & Spirits was once a home dating back to 1790 and is located near the downtown bay front. This restaurant has a varied menu and is known for its seafood dishes and frozen drinks. There is often live guitar music and singing on the outdoor patio, and as added advantage free parking for customers is provided.

O.C. White's Restaurant

$100.00

4120  TRADE WINDS LOUNGE

Enjoy this $25 Trade Winds Gift Card. Trade Winds is an iconic downtown Saint Augustine landmark, regularly featuring live music, brews, and cocktails in a quirky, tropical themed space. Trade Wind souvenirs included are an XL sized t-shirt, koozie, beer glass and wrist bands. Trade Winds Gift card expires 3/21/21.

Trade Winds Lounge

$50.00
4121 PANAMA HATTIES

Enjoy an evening at this St. Augustine landmark. Panama Hattie's specializes in fresh fish, crab legs, steaks and much more. The upstairs deck overlooks the Atlantic Ocean, and handcrafted and frozen cocktails are available.

Panama Hatties Restaurant

$50.00

4122 CAPS OF THE WATER

Enjoy coastal cuisine and fresh seafood with this $50 gift card to Cap's on the Water. This waterfront seafood restaurant features sunset views from the wooden deck, an oyster bar and local seafood.

Borrillo, Scott and Jennifer

$50.00

4123 DINNER'S ON ME!

Next time you find yourself shopping at Publix, use this Dinner's on Me $100 gift card. This gift card is sure to make you a believer in the Publix slogan "Where Shopping is a Pleasure".

Barry and Jaime Rickelman

$100.00

4124 AMICI ITALIAN RESTAURANT GIFT CERTIFICATES

Enjoy exceptional dining and banquet facilities in St. Augustine Florida, building on a proud tradition of Old-World Italian Cuisine!!

Amici Italian Restaurant

$50.00

4125 BLACKFLY - THE RESTAURANT GIFT CERTIFICATE

A $75.00 gift certificate to Blackfly The Restaurant, a popular and contemporary seafood joint with vibrant, art-lined walls and a relaxing decor. The menu offers the day's seafood catch and an amazing variety of fresh seafood, to include select fillets of Wahoo, Mahi, and other specialty fish. Choices abound for the landlubber too. Blackfly is proud of its "Scratch Kitchen" where everything is fresh, as local as possible, seasonal, and made to order. The desserts are worth saving room for if you can. Menu at blackflytherestaurant.com.

McCaw, Gregg and Ginel

$75.00
MOJO BBQ - $35.00 GIFT CERTIFICATE

Mojo Old City BBQ started in 2003 as a small downtown BBQ restaurant and is renowned for its amazing BBQ. Enjoy your $35.00 gift certificate at a BBQ joint where the aroma of BBQ greets you from a block away. Mojo offers smoked meats, scratch made sides, as well as one of Florida’s largest curated whiskey collection. Mojo offers indoor and outdoor seating and limited on-site parking.

AnnMarie  Pat Henley  $35.00

CHRISTY’S DREAM ICE CREAM & YOGURT BAR

Come and enjoy delicious homemade ice cream!! Each card is good for one Average Joe, or one big Lebrowski, or two Rugrats. Whatever makes you happy - It's your dream!! Christy’s Ice Cream & Yogurt Bar is located at 41 PGA Tour Blvd, Ponte Vedra Beach. There’s also a store in Sawgrass.

Leinheiser, Jason and Christy  $60.00

THE FLORIDIAN

The Floridian is located on Spanish Street in downtown St Augustine. It has a modern menu of locally sourced Southern grub, including plentiful vegan options, amid a kitschy decor.

Goodwin, Brian and Trish  $50.00

RED LOBSTER GIFT CARD

Enjoy a lunch or supper at Red Lobster with this $50.00 gift card.

Welch, Patrick and Angelica  $50.00
Did you know St. Joseph Academy has an endowment fund?

Leaving a legacy gift in your will or trust can help build for our school’s future for another 150 years. Help us build for generations to come!

To learn more visit www.dosaf1.com/catholic-foundation/
or contact Cliff Evans at 904-262-3200 ext. 139 or cevans@dosaf1.com.
4201  CALIFORNIA WINE COUNTRY

Enjoy all the deliciousness that California and wine country have to offer. Wine lovers will enjoy two bottles of 2018 Briar Creek Cellars Cabernet Sauvignon Dragonfly cuvée. Briar Creek Cellars Cabernet Sauvignon has aromas of sweet cherry, boysenberry, blueberry jam and even some currants and cassis. The basket also includes delicious snacks such as olives, hummus, crackers, cookies and chocolate to compliment the flavorful wine.

The Nowak Family
$100.00

4202  VERA BRADLEY COLLEGE BACKPACK & JOURNAL

Start the year off right with this stylish Vera Bradley backpack and journal. The campus backpack is "mint flowers" with spring colors of teal and pink. The journal is light pink with "faith" on the front in gold cursive font.

The Nowak Family
$125.00

4203  TODDLER FUN IN THE SUN AT THE BEACH!

Beach or pool side fun for the little ones! What toddler wouldn’t enjoy their own beach chair and Paw Patrol beach towel? Couple that with beach toys and tote, sun glasses and water bottle. Add in a UV 50+ swim aid to keep a little tyke comfortable and safe from sunburn and it will be a fun outing for all. When a toddler is happy everyone is happy!

Lane, Richard and Jodi
$60.00

4204  BATH TIME FOR BABY

Nestled in this First Year Sure Comfort Infant Bathtub you will find everything needed for a baby’s bath time comfort: Bath crayons, four washcloths, three Modern Baby hooded bath towels, hand and face wipes, a new parent’s friend-Boudreaux Butt Paste, playfully colored Bath Pals, Johnson's baby wash and baby lotion, as well as gentle Oral B tooth and gum cleaner. The basket is gender neutral and perfect for a baby shower or a gender reveal party.

Graybosch, Eugene and Mary
$75.00
4205  CAR CARE BASKET

Every car care item imaginable is neatly tucked into this collapsible car organizing box. Enjoy peace of mind with a roadside emergency kit contained in a handy travel bag: cable jumpers, reflectors, rain poncho, reflective vest, gloves, tie downs, tire repair kit, needle nose pliers, phillips screw driver, electrical tape, flash light, emergency glass breaker and belt cutter are all included. Air fresheners, a coffee mug and Armor All cleaning wipes are thrown in for good measure so just get your keys and go! Perfect for a graduation gift.

Davis, Mark and Meredith
$75.00

4206  WELCOME SPRING

This beautiful earthenware pot is filled to the brim with gardening necessities to make spring gardening easy. From a Belstrom forged pruner with comfort handles, small garden transporter shovel with comfortable grips, a knee-saving garden kneeler, miracle grow potting mix and planting tablets and feminine gardening gloves included, this basket is impressive. Add in the enclosed Earthworks $50.00 gift certificate, and start brightening your home with plantings and flowers. This beautiful pot has everything you need to get started!

Barron, Matthew and Susan
$150.00

4207  CRAFT BEER BASKET

Cheers to beer!! Enjoy a selection of delightful craft beers from Miami, FL to San Francisco, CA. This basket also comes with a classic Corksicle Artican guaranteed to keep your beer cold for up to three hours. The metal tub is perfect for serving up ice cold refreshments at parties.

Castiglia, Craig and Julie
$80.00

4208  FAMILY MOVIE NIGHT

Grab the kids for family movie night, relaxing in your PJ's with the benefit of the Roku Premiere. The Roku Premiere provides access to free & live TV with 4k Ultra HD streaming. Also included, movie snacks of popcorn and a variety of candy in the perfect size popcorn bowl for the full family to enjoy.

The Hunt Family
$75.00
In 1943 8 young men from SJA Class of 1943 answered the Nation’s Call during WWII

Frank Piet, Paul Lewis, William Whitney Sacrificed Their Lives

The late COL(Retired) John J. Master (Fateful Class of ’43), miraculously survived battle, and became the Grandfather of Jack Masters Tolzmann (Class of 2011, and Michael Masters Tolzmann Class of 2020.

MAY WE NEVER FORGET THOSE WHO GAVE THEIR ALL
4209 HOME SPA BASKET
Pamper yourself with this basket or host a fun girls night in. Basket includes: skin care
minifridge, assorted facial masks, bluetooth shower speaker, bath salts, bath bombs, goat milk
soap, facial water spray, jade eye mask and miscellaneous other spa related items.

Rickelman, Barry and Jaime
$175.00

4210 CRAFT BEER BONANZA
Enjoy a Beer Basket loaded with great IPA choices - Guayaberra Citra Pale Ale, Victory
Golden Monkey, Funky Buddha Hop Gun, Southern Tier Nu Juice, Lake Shore Fog and Victory
Sour Monkey. Also have fun with 3 T-Shirts from Blue Point Brewing and Swamp Head, three
baseball/fishing caps, a pewter bottle opener keychain and six beer koozies included.

BURKARDT, CATHY AND BROOKES
$100.00

4211 STAR WARS COLLECTION WITH BABY YODA
This Star Wars collection features a one-of-kind, hand-made knit “The Child” from Star Wars:
The Mandalorian, also known as “Baby Yoda”, the Star Wars edition of the Catchphrase game,
“The Child” T-shirt (Adult Large), two ceramic Lightsaber mugs and a Star Wars desk calendar.

Christine Camacho
$100.00
5101  SUP PADDLEBOARD LESSON/TOUR FOR UP TO 4 PEOPLE

A paddleboard lesson with instructor, trainer and owner of Bishop Boards, Todd Bishop. Todd will spend 2-3 hours going over the basics, getting on the water, paddling the Intracoastal Waterway and learning. SUPs, paddles, life vests, and leashes are included. The auction item also includes two hats!

Todd Bishop, Bishop Boards
$324.00

5102  ALEENK SMART PROJECTOR

The ALEENK narrow-design smart projector is one of the thinnest in the projector industry, making it lightweight but incredibly powerful. With a built-in Android system, WiFi and Bluetooth wireless connection, this projector is the height of functionality as well. Imagine a 30 to 300-inch large screen theater in your living room, porch, back yard, even poolside…creating a unique cinema experience, par excellence! This projector is beyond versatile! The Android system brings you the most stable running, quick response of operating systems. Built-in Freeclick and Google play App Store, which allows you to download and install apps freely, such as Youtube, Hulu, Netflix, Prime Video, and the list goes on. The video projector has built in 2.4G/5G dual wifi, which makes the wireless connection faster and more stable. Smoothly mirror your smart phone to the projector via iOS Airplay, Miracast, or DLNA with speed. Easily interface with smart-phone, iPad, TF Card, Laptop, Computer, USB Drive, or gaming system. All with crystal clear display: contrast ratio is 1000:1, aspect ratio is 4:3/16:9/16:10, throw ratio is 1 meter:39 inches, throw distance is 1-6 meters, and keystone correction. This device even supports 3D function (DLP-LINK).

Dr. Terrie Brennan
$3,270.00

5103  PICNIC PERFECTION-WICKER PICNIC BASKET FOR 4

This Wicker Picnic Basket will transform the ordinary into a magical picnic memory- The opulence contained within is simply De Rigeur for that special occasion that deserves only the best. It includes plates, glasses, silverware, bowls, candles, art deco napkins, a picnic blanket, and more - for starters, it is replete with a bottle of Italian Pinot Grigio with wine glasses and wine opener. For a touch of light- the expected candles are augmented by a miniature display of colorful lights within a clear French Lemonade soda bottle, and citronella garden torches to light the way. It all adds up to a Picnic Basket with a touch of magic included.

Miller, Darren and Jennifer
$275.00
5104  SHIFT TRANSFORMATIONS (NUTRITIONAL COACHING)

Complete Guide to the Ketogenic Lifestyle. Nutritional Coaching and Online Coaching fitness and Downloadable workouts, books, and entire nutrition program. Downloadable workout videos with online support. Tabata (High Intensity) workouts and body statistic's tracking chart.

Hotinger, Richard and Robin
$436.00

5105  NOTHING BEATS A GREAT SMILE

Oral-B Genius System power toothbrush. Retails @$180. Multiple replacement heads, Crest Gum Detoxify Paste and Glide Floss. $200 Gift Certificate towards treatment and a FREE consultation with Antigua Orthodontics - Dr. Rebecca Faunce, DMD and Dr. Justin McDaniel, DMD. Specializing in Damon System technology with colorful and clear choices in braces as well as Invisalign for teens and adults.

Antigua Orthodontics
$400.00

5106  HAMMOCK BEACH RESORT STAYCATION

Relax at a fabulous beach resort without having to travel far from home. Enjoy a three day/two night stay in a premium one bedroom suite at Hammock Beach Resort in Palm Coast! Offer valid until March 21, 2021. The stay is based upon availability, excludes holidays and special events, cannot be extended, is subject to blackout dates, and has no redeemable cash value.

Murphy, Kevin and Lise
$700.00

5107  ULTIMATE SALT SPA EXPERIENCE

Relax, recover and recharge at the Salt Spa of St. Augustine, a tranquil, comfortable sanctuary where life's cares are left at the door. Our Salt treatments are carefully crafted to improve your physical health, enhance your emotional well being and rekindle your spirit. This certificate includes respiratory and relaxing session in a salt cave built from 25 thousand pounds of Himalayan crystal salt, sensory reduction - therapeutic session in our float tank, healing and detoxifying session in the state of the art infrared full-spectrum sauna suite with light and sound therapy. Come in and listen to a presentation about benefits of crystal salt, essential in maintaining good health and the history of Poland's national treasure Wieliczka Salt Mine and Health resort that is on the Unesco list of ten most amazing natural places in the world.

Janeczko, John and Kosakowska, Beata
$200.00
5108  ST. AUGUSTINE SALT SPA COLLECTION-FACE&BODY

This Salt Spa organic collection for face and body is full of natural face and body care products distributed by Salt Spa. No parabens or harmful chemicals just pure Salt Spa approved ingredients such as Himalayan salt, avocado oil and similar natural products for your enjoyment. The basket contains Himalayan Body scrub, bath salt, large purifying bar and body soaps, as well as a Himalayan Salt Candle. Numerous Mindful Minerals and Mi Nature’s Spa products are included. Paraben free and manufactured in Miami, they feature Dead Sea Minerals and include: Dead Sea Mud Cleaner, Gel Mask, body butter, Black Sea mud mask, nurturing ointment, exfoliating cream, and moisturizer. A large bag of salts from the renowned Wielicki Salt Mine in Poland is included as a bonus, and there are enough products to use, share or give as gifts throughout the year.

Janeczko, John and Kosakowska, Beata
$200.00

5109  SJA RESERVED PARKING

VIP parking for your student for a year! Comes with a shady spot and your name on a fancy green and gold sign!

SJA Administration
$200.00

5110  SIGNATURE TOMMY BAHAMA PICNIC BASKET

Everything you need to picnic in style!! Kit includes: Large, grey/black collapsible Tommy Bahama rolling cooler, four of each: Tommy Bahama acrylic, stemless wine glasses, Tommy Bahama dinner plates, Tommy Bahama bowls, two luxury stainless steel tumblers, one luxury beverage bottle, one plush Italian-made picnic blanket, one bottle of Blakemore Merlot, one bottle Larochette Sancerre white wine, napkins, LED string lights and a Peony scented candle. Simply add food for a fabulous time outdoors!

Pazos, Aida and Felipe
$250.00

5111  FRENCH MACARON MAKING CLASS FOR 2

Dreaming of the macaron you tasted on your last trip to Paris? Or just wishing for the flavor of Parisian macarons right here at home? Search no further! Unlock the secrets to creating authentic French macarons in your own home. Beth Stojanovic, home baker and owner of Baked Bites by Beth, will share her recipe for French method macarons and many tips and techniques on how to create French macarons with you at her home! Package includes a 3 and 1/2 to 4 hour class for two people. Each person will bake, fill and also take home a batch of their own macarons to share with their loved ones. Please allow 2 weeks to schedule class. Subject to availability and mutually decided upon day and time. Class taught in the kitchen of Beth Stojanvoic, residing in St. Augustine, Palencia area.

Stojanovic, Deyan and Beth
$200.00
Calling all JAG Fans! This basket includes a SEASON PARKING PASS to ALL Jaguar home games - a $160 value, plus an autographed pylon signed by the ALL PRO Defensive End, Calais Campbell. Twin cuddly baby Jaguars and a Jaguar Football! are included as well. After you park, it is time for the tailgate party. Your portable grill with pop-up legs contains charcoal, fire starters and a grill pan. Grilling accessories include a basting brush, grill fork and slotted turner. To spice up your cookout: a bottle of Sweet Baby Ray's Honey BBQ Sauce, tangy Jack Daniel's steak sauce. Weber gourmet burger seasoning. Grill Mates Montreal steak seasoning and a Stonemill steak and chops grinder will be just the charm. For entertainment: try your hand at a game of "Washers". Fun for the whole fan team, Go Jaguars!

Horan, John and Cheryle
$225.00

BBQ Tailgate fun! Is there any accoutrement this BBQ Tailgate ensemble doesn't include? Start with an easily transportable Coleman Road Trip Sportster propane grill, add on a Weber original stainless steel 2 piece BBQ tool set, two Zak designs 30 oz. stainless steel black tumblers and a slew of seasonings: Sweet Baby Ray's 18 oz. regular sauce and a sweet n' spicy sauce, 1A Steak Sauce, and McCormick Grill Mates Montreal and Hamburger seasoning bottles and have fun. Your entertainment is sure to please with the Wild Sports NFL Jacksonville Jaguars Cornhole set & Lights: Two officially licensed 2’ x 4’ cornhole boards made from furniture quality solid wood and hardware, with eight tournament approved 6” x 6”16 oz double stitched bean bags with all-weather resistant filler. With its 1/8 inch plywood surface board, collapsible legs for easy storage and horizontal braces on back of boards for extra support this set will endure through many seasons. Accompanied by two cornhole light sets and a multicolored changing remote control. Two sets of cornhole board lights with 10 ultra-bright lights per frame will keep your game going when the sun sets. The lights can be dimmed, or made to strobe, flash, and change color, and are easily affixed to the bottom of your cornhole board with screwdriver. (8 mounting screws included, 9V batteries required to operate).

Williams, Thomas and Stephanie
$365.00

The Instant Pot is the answer to every busy family's dinner dilemma. The single appliance does the job of seven different kitchen appliances or tools. The multi-cooker does the job of a slow cooker, electric pressure cooker, rice cooker, steamer, yogurt maker, browning pan and warming pot. The basket also includes the essentials to start exploring with the Instant Pot. Not only are there two cookbooks dedicated to Instant Pot meals, there is a cutting board with helpful tips regarding cook times. You'll also enjoy the silicone multi-use pan to make egg bites, muffins, cupcakes and more. Lastly, the seasonings and ingredients to make soup, fresh beans and rice mixtures are included.

The Mugford Family
$172.00
**5115  SJA FLASHES LAP QUILT**

Calling all SJA sports fans, this is the perfect blanket for all of your SJA sporting events to keep you warm during the cold outdoor events. Beautifully crafted in SJA Hunter Green & Gold with bold flashes to proclaim SJA pride. This quilt is handmade by a proud SJA grandmother.

The Orth Family

$150.00

**5116  CINCO DE MAYO MARGARITA FIESTA**

Start your Cinco de Mayo fiesta with a bang! Basket contains everything needed for a tasty margarita - tequila, triple sec, margarita mix, mixology blender kit (w/stand), salt, eleven piece stainless steel shaker kit, and indoor/outdoor break resistant pitcher with 6 margarita glasses. To complete the basket, six decorated ceramic snack bowls and a Melamine chip and dip plate are included in a galvanized farm tub to feed your party.

The Finelli Family

$200.00

**5117  ADETTE'S BAKERY GOURMET CAKE GIVE AWAY**

Bid to win four gourmet 8" cakes from Adette's Bisto and Bakery in Palm Coast! That's one per month for four months! You may select any flavor and filling from the bakery menu. You will enjoy Adette's made from scratch cakes, custom decorated to your liking!

DiCroce, Al and Dixl

$152.00

**5118  ESTATE PLANNING SERVICES CURTIS & ASSOCIATES**

Estate Planning offers peace of mind and confidence that you and your family have important legal affairs in order. Protect your family with a certificate for Estate Planning Services that includes: Wills (for each spouse) including a Children's Sprinkle Trust, Durable Powers of Attorney, in addition to Living Wills with Health Care Surrogate designations.

Bill and Susan Curtis

$1,250.00

**5119  FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH SPA - BOTOX**

Gift certificate for 20 units of Botox at the Fountain of Youth Spa, a MEDSPA specializing in non-invasive treatments for the face, lips, & body. Their team of highly trained professionals include MD's, Aesthetic Nurse Practitioner's, RN's, & Medical Aestheticians specializing in Botox and many other procedures. Botox treatment is delivered in a warm and inviting environment to offer you the latest aesthetic treatment in Botox. The Fountain of Youth Spa states its mission to "help create a better you, not a different person, and offering individualized consultations. Their motto is Looking Younger...in the Oldest City. Purchase this Botox Package and plan your visit!

Fountain of Youth Spa & Laser Center

$200.00
5120  FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH SPA - LASER SERVICES

Laser service hair removal at Fountain of Youth Spa, a MEDSPA specializing in non-invasive treatments for the face, lips, & body. The Spa's team of highly trained professionals include MD's, Aesthetic Nurse Practitioner's, RN's, & Medical Aestheticians specializing in procedures ranging from Botox & Fillers to Skin Treatments, Body Sculpting, & Laser Hair Removal. Their warm and inviting environment offers the latest aesthetic treatments. The Spa offers individualized consultations with a motto of "Looking Younger....in the Oldest City and a passion to "help create a better you, not a different person". Buy this item and plan your visit pronto.

Fountain of Youth Spa & Laser Center
$250.00

5121  COS POCKET POTATO SURFBOARD

Get ready to ride the waves with this Made in America Clean Ocean Surfboards Pocket Potato Shortboard! It comes complete with Futures Fins and a Dakine Posi-traction Pad. This Dakine track pad will help reduce drag with its 5 piece design, 25 mm vert wedge kick, and beveled corners. With this surfboard and accessories, you are sure to be ready for some fun in the sun!

William and Kathleen Parks
$800.00

5122  COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP CONSULTING PACKAGE

Stressed about the college search? Schuler Education is here to help. Spend time with an expert who can help guide you through the process. This package includes: a 30 minute session to provide guidance on how to search for scholarships available (other than those awarded by a college or the government), a 30 minute session to put together an action plan, a 60 minute application/essay review session. Learn all about it at www.schulereducation.com.

Schuler Education
$400.00

5123  TASTE OF ITALY - VIVA ITALIA!

This basket is chock full of all that is Italian - A glass of Chianti or Prosecco will begin the feast, starting with a charcuterie of Italian green olives, gourmet seasoned almonds, and Creminelli Italian wild boar salami. Don't forget to fill the cruets with the organic balsamic vinegar and organic EVOO. Get things boiling with Tri-Color linguini pasta imported from Italy, cook with a splash of extra virgin organic olive oil, and serve in a beautiful yet practical (dishwasher and microwave safe) Valencia pasta bowl. Top with some fine imported Italian cherry tomato sauce and an optional addition of Amore pesto sauce. A novice Italian cook? No worries, two inspirational Italian cookbooks are included. Mangia!

Thomas and Tambrie Harding
$230.00
5124 A DISCOVERY FLIGHT FOR THE ASPIRING PILOT

Have you ever had aspirations to fly a plane? Well, this is your chance to check it out, and soar in a single-engine 2 seater Alarus! Florida Aviation Professionals offer Discovery Flight Lessons, also known as Discovery Flights. As the student pilot, you will be given one introductory lesson on the basics of flight, important controls of the airplane, and before you know it, you will be in the pilot's seat of the cockpit! A certified flight instructor is right next to you and he has his own set of controls, so he will make sure that you are perfectly fine at all times. After flying around for 20-30 minutes, you'll head back to the airport and have the opportunity to assist the flight instructor in landing the plane. If you have ever considered learning to fly or you just want to enjoy the freedom of flight, this is a great way to start! Your certificate entitles you to 1 Flight Lesson from Florida Aviation Professionals in St. Augustine, Florida.

Florida Aviation Professionals
$200.00

5125 LADIES WINE & CHOCOLATE PARTY

All the essentials for a relaxing night of wine with the girls. This basket includes oversized stemless wine glasses with two fun small wooden signs for your home and a variety of Godiva chocolate delights for the palate. The five wines included are limited and hard to find, four reds and one white wine. The Chardonnay is from Kevin O'Leary's 2016 reserve series. You'll love the rich fruit and lush texture of this wine. From the red wines, enjoy the beautifully fragrant rich 2013 Merlot that is balanced by bright acidity and supple tannins from Cakebread Cellars. In addition, the basket includes three exclusive red wines from the Duckhorn portfolio. The 2015 Decoy Sonoma County red wine is full-bodied with alluring layers of blackberry and ripe cherry along with hints of spearmint and caramel. The 2014 Parradux Napa Valley red wine is a bold and expressive blend with rich full fruit flavors and soft, elegant tannins. Lastly, Duckhorn's majestic 2014 Cabernet Sauvignon reflects the diversity of Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon. This wine has superior character and style with a strong herb and oak mixture yet framed with a burst of red currant and licorice notes. Lastly, the cherry on top is the beautiful large metallic copper basket that is essential for your home decor.

Tillis Family
$500.00

5126 FOR THE SCOTCH CONNOISSEUR!

Three distinct bottles of aged scotch whisky from the Highlands to choose from - The Famous Grouse Bourbon Cask American Oak Blend, Dewar's Blended Scotch Whiskey, and Glenmorangie Highland Single Malt Scotch Whiskey. This set also includes 4 beautiful glass tumblers, 4 wood coasters, and sphere ice cube tray. Accompanied by a rich selection of Lindt gourmet truffles. Slainte!

Steve and Sharon Weaver
$135.00
SIEMENS

Brian Mello
Account Manager / Low Voltage & Products
Siemens Industry, Inc.
Energy Management Division
8940 Western Way, Suite 1
Jacksonville FL 32256
T: 904-718-0142 / F: 678-297-8539
brian.mello@siemens.com

St. Augustine Electric Motor

Sales + Service
Repair + Rewinding
For electric motors, pumps and generators to 250 HP
We also provide testing and machine work for all your pump and motor needs.

904.829.8211
14 Center Street, St. Augustine FL 32084
staugustineelectricmotorworks.com
5127  DECADENT BRANDY TRAY

The lover of rich tasting food and drink will surely delight in this limited edition Christian Brothers VS Brandy coupled with Darvelle Freres French VSOP Brandy. Rich Belgian Godiva chocolates accompany this liquor well. Enjoy a Sumatra Cum Laude Oud Kampen quality cigar too! Two stainless steel tumblers, four decorative marble and wood coasters, and a circular wooden and brass serving tray complete this after dinner ensemble.

Steve and Sharon Weaver
$110.00

5128  NOMBRE DE DIOS ALTAR/CROSS 16X20 FRAMED PHOTO

Peace and serenity - lovely, framed 16x20 photo print of the iconic Nombre de Dios Altar and Cross in a coordinated, solid wood frame. A special work by famous photographer John Karamon, whose autographed photo was also commissioned by Bishop Estevez. Enjoy this inspirational photo in your home.

John Karamon
$150.00

5129  OCEAN GROVE RV RESORT - 3 DAY GET AWAY

Gift Certificate for a 3-day Get Away in a Park Model Home that will sleep up to four people, at Ocean Grove RV Resort Park on A1A South, St. Augustine. This getaway is not valid during a holiday week/weekend, is non-transferable, includes Park Home use only, and requires a $200.00 security deposit required at check-in (refundable after 48 hours of departure) as well as a required $50.00 cleaning fee. These two fees totalling $250.00 are due upon arrival, and are not included in the Gift Certificate.

Ocean Grove RV Resort Park
$420.00

5130  HON DESK CHAIR

Igniting the new work day! Newest design Hon Ignition 2.0 desk/task chair delivers your perfect fit. Every aspect is tailored to your body - responsive back design includes lumbar support and Ilira stretch mesh with enhanced comfort controls for a soft, personal fit. Get the job done in style and comfort.

Gaetanos, Mikae
$349.00
Kismet Field

You light up our lives. We are very proud of your accomplishments in school, ballet and violin. We know you work very hard to do your best, as you were taught. We are proud of who you are and what you are. You truly are our gift from God.

LOVE YOU FOREVER.
MOM AND DAD
Secret Bid for C. Ford Riley
Original Painting
Red Hooded Woodpecker

HOW IT WORKS:

Minimum Bid for this Original
C. Ford Riley Painting Is $1,500.00
Your bid must be this number or higher.

A recent Certificate of Appraisal values this work of art at $15,000.00.

Write your Best Bid on one of the Bid Cards and place it in the Box.

To avoid a tie, stay away from round numbers, for example, you could place a bid of $12,397.64.

At closing, the highest bid wins!

7101  C. Ford Riley Red Hooded Woodpecker Original

The original paintings of C. Ford Riley are found in private collections, art galleries, and homes throughout America and beyond. His paintings are prized for the artist’s unmatched ability to capture Florida’s natural wildlife and evoke an accurate sense of place. He does so in an easy manner due to his lifetime immersion amid Florida’s marshlands and forests. This intimate knowledge allows him to capture Florida’s depth of natural beauty in an unforced manner. This painting’s background of Old Florida Oaks covered in moss with its rich level of detail is a Riley hallmark— it evokes a sense of being there and being one with the beauty of an unspoiled Florida.

The Red Headed Woodpecker in the forefront gazes expectantly towards the bright Sailors Sky background that illuminates the canvas. Is it sensing danger, waiting for its mate, or simply enjoying the warmth of a perfect Florida day? The breathtaking color and perfect feather detail of the woodpecker along with its watchful and inquisitive gaze lend a sense of expectancy. The painting showcases Riley’s gift of combining realism in his use of detail alongside a use of brush strokes creating a feeling more akin to impressionistic painting.

The “Red Headed Woodpecker at Orangedale” captures the feel of a Florida that is untouched by man. C. Ford Riley is a passionate conservationist who has spent his lifetime studying Florida wildlife and nature. His ability to capture nature in mediums of watercolor, oil and acrylic, have led to many state and national recognitions. While he is also known for his commission by members of Congress to paint the “Laura Bush Rose” (presented as a gift to her for her service as First Lady), his passion for painting the beauty of Florida’s natural settings and wildlife are his hallmark as an artist.

The subtle balance of art and nature for which C. Ford Riley is known is richly showcased in the “The Red Headed Woodpecker at Orangedale” which is accompanied by a recent Certificate of Appraisal valuing this impressive work of art at $15,000.

Leonora Leano
$15,000.00
Proud Sponsor of St. Joseph Academy’s 23rd Annual Auction

Geoffrey D. LeShane, CPA, EA
LeShane CPA, PA
44 South Dixie Highway
Saint Augustine, FL 32084
O: 904-827-0088
F: 904-827-0030
e-mail: gleshane@leshanecpa.com
Proudly Serving Northeast Florida Communities since 1970 with 7 locations!

VOLKSWAGEN JACKSONVILLE
9850 Atlantic Blvd.
TomBushVW.com

MAZDA JACKSONVILLE
9876 Atlantic Blvd.
TomBushMazda.com

MAZDA CITY ORANGE PARK
6916 Blanding Blvd.
MazdaCity.com

BMW JACKSONVILLE
9875 Atlantic Blvd.
TomBushBMW.com

BMW ORANGE PARK
6914 Blanding Blvd.
TomBushBMWOP.com

MINI JACKSONVILLE
9881 Atlantic Blvd.
TomBushMINI.com

COLLISION CENTER JACKSONVILLE
9750 Regency Square Blvd.
TomBushCollisionCenter.com

TomBush.com